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E.C.E.S. Report 
The European Computer Entertain
ment Show at Earl's Court was the 
place to me for computer and video 
games. what with the official 
launches of most consoles from Co
mmodore, Amstrad, SNK. Sega, and 
Nintendo, but all in all there weren't 
any new surprises. 

The biggest stand at the show 
was Commodore's who had their 
•coTv• incased in glass and dis
playing a number of CDs, but was it 
running anything? ... NOi SUGAR!! 
The C64 GS console was there in 
droves but didn't look all that im
pressive, you're better off with a 
proper C64 computer ... it sure looks 

better on your desk than the hugh 
piece of plastic. Amstrad's console 
were like rabbits. not only at the Am
strad stand. but all over the place set 
in arcade cabinets, mostly running 
Burnin' Rubber - which is quite a 
good game. 

Nintendo really let ripp to boost sa
les of their NES and running the age 
old Super Mario Bros. on a super big 
screen. but if they are to sell more 
machines. I say they'll have to se
riously cut the price of their carts. 
But the gameboy must have been se
lling like hot cakes as most stands 
sold out of them, even though there 
were only a few official games for 
the machine. As for the official Me
gadrives. they must have been giving 
them away as there were none for 
sale on the Sunday, when we were 
there. It was a different matter at the 
SNK stand ... then again, would you 
buy the machine at that price? Howe
ver. there were great interests in the 
system. Unfortunately, the eagerly 
awaited Cyber Lip wasn't present. 
but there was a new game called Su
per Spy, which looks quite good. 

The TurboGrafx-16 was present at 
the show. displayed by an austrian 
company who didn't speak english 
too well after intense questioning ... 
although it's believed they will 
officially sell the TG-16 in Europe in 
-October, until NEC takes over. if suc
cessful. As the machine is not co
mpatible with the japanese engine, 
this is rather bad news, not to 
mention. should they intend to sell it 
close to the price of the MD. sales 
will be low. Pitch it at the C64 and 
Amstrad console market. and it 
should be a winner. 

Top stand at the show had to go to 
Ocean with their multi-screen dis
play, arcade coin-ops, and freebies. 
The amount of new titles they were 
to release was hugh, including many 
top licenses : Robocop 2. Total Re
call. Bily the Kid, Navy Seal, Narc, 
Nightbreed, EPIC, Puzznic, Plotting, 
S.C.I., Pang! and Toki. 

Mirrorsoft showed off the Master 
System version of Xenon II which has 
graphics as good as the Amiga 
version minus the second layer 
screen. but in full screen looks well 
ace. even if the graphics are 
stretched. And with license of 
Turtles. they were going Turtle crazy. 
The other Bitmap game. Speedball 2 
looked well ace too. and should be a 
winner. 

Electronic Arts had a small stand. 
but highlight of the show was Bull
frog's ·work in Progree· of Power
monger. which looks absolutely 
brilliant. and should do better than 
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Populous ... maybe it wHI make it's way 
to console format soon after? The 
game will be linkable using Midi ports. 
so all you Amiga owners should rush 
out and buy, borrow, make or steal a 
midi add-on ... I willll 

Hewson showed off Paradroid '90. 
which again looked ace with fabo 
graphics. but knowing which droid is 
which was a problem. ooless you 
played it a few times. They were ta
king orders for the game too. so you 
could get £ 4 off when it was 
eventually released. 

Psygnosis demostrated Awesome. 
for the Amiga, and I have to say it. it's 
real Awesome. another game worth 
parting cash for. 

Virgin/Mastertronics had masses of 
Sega Master System games on show. 
On rep. even had his hands on a Ga
meGear and I have to say, it looks 10 
times better than the Lynx. as it's 
more compact, fairly light and really 
slick! Best game on the Virgin stand 
was Iron Mike's Off Road Racing. a 
maniac truck racing sim., similar to Su
per Sprint but with mud. jumps. di
tches. drops. etc. 

Although there were around 100 
coin-ops there. Microprose had the 
best there, with their own 'F15 Strike 
Eagle' machine, based on the old 8-bit 
game. but this coin-op was far more 
playable with super fast, extremely 
realistic and ultra smooth action. It 
sure will be a hit if it ever makes it to 
the UK arcades. 

Aswell as the games. there were 
also the cars - no need to go to the 
Motor Show here! U.S.Gold had a red 
Lamborgini Contach on show, Gremlin 
had a Lotus Espirt Turbo, and then 
there was Tom Cruise's racing car 
from Days of-Thunder. 

Then there were the mob of so 
called singers on the stage with the 
two furry Turtles - what happened to 
the original movie turtles? These furry 
ones look ridiculous!! 

Overall. a great show. and it was a 
·sHow·. as there were so much on 
display, and hardly anything you could 
actually buy. If all the items were avai
lable. I could easRy heve returned with 
a few hundred pounds less! EG. Ami
ga: Powermonger. Paradroid '90, Indy 
500, Awesome, SWIV, EPIC. etc. Well 
worth it! Oh yeah .. apart from Justin, I 
missed everyone else - maybe next 
year. 
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THE COIN -OP NAMCO GAME. IT'LL BE IN 20 ON HIE ENGINE. 
'WATCH THAT BIG DICE!' 

En.gin.£ cNE.w~ 

New announced titles is becoming 
rare on the engine, and this month, is 
as bad as last month . The only new 
game not mentioned in previous 
issues of CM comes from Namco in 
the form of a cute and colourful 30 
isometric arcade adventure . The title 
of which I don't know, but planned tor 
a christmas release on only 2meg 
card!! Unfortunately, the 30 view may 
be dropped in favor of the traditional 
RPG/Commando style view ... whate 
ver, the graphics should be as good. 
as you control a small girl who must 
wander around high-rise platforms. 
avoiding/shooting wierd and 
wonderful creatures including fat 
penguins, giant dice, school boys ... in
tact. the girl looks like Alice - so they 
could be tweedledum and 
tweedledee .. , and reach end of the 
stage. and you must battle against 
the big bosses - a floating turtle wea 
ring a hat and dark glasses. and a 
long nosed witch on a broomstick. 
Looks ACE! Maybe one day. the japs 
will write a 30 isometric game for the 
Engine .... or even the Megadrive , 
Sega couldn't handle Moonwalker like 

CADASH : eNGINe 

the coin --op! 
Well, that seems to be it... what 

else can I talk about? AHh .. yes. Tai
to·s Cadash. the coin-op Role Play 
Game should hit the streets in the 
new year '91. on 3meg Card. Like the 
coin -op . the game will have dual play 
options letting you pick from the 4 
characters available. The graphics 
are not quite as detailed as the coin-

op, but very nice. The only trouble of
course. it'll be in japanese. Before 
Cadash. Taito's Wrestling game -
Champion Wrestler. should be avai
lable for Christmas on 3meg Card. 
This looks to be better than the other 
wrestling games with great graphics 
and life and power level indicators -

so you 
know how 
strong / 
weak you 
or the op 
ponents 
are. The 
game has 8 
wrestlers 

rAno ·s wnesTLtNG .. • MAN TAG. AND A all with di
DROP KICK ff erent abi-
lities and special techniques ... there 's 
even a guy who can breath fire!! ... 
plus a devious fellow who picks up a 
bucket and use it on opponents - a 
bit WWF eh? Like Fire-Pro. the game 
can be played by 1 or 2 players in 
single. or up to 4 in Tag team ... and all 
four can fight it out in the ring. Oh 
yeah. some wrestlers have mana
gers too. that lurk outside the ring! All 
waiting for S.C.I. will have to wait to 
wait until ·91. Hudson Soft with help 
from Kaneko will be releasing Air 
Busters at the beginning of No
vember - 4meg and very good it 
looks too. The two player option will 
be included. Populous has already 
made it to the Megadrive and the en
gine version is looking just as good -
like the Amiga version. but with 500 
worlds. The first Cinemaware game -
TV Sports Football should be avai
lable in October. and looks as good 
as the Amiga version. including the in
between animations. The unusual 
thing is, the game can be played by 1 
to 5 players in different combina
tions. Out from Victor on 3 rneg. 
Face's Cybercross 2 - Cyber Co
mbat Police. is looksing well ace. The 
game's very much like Sega·s E
SWAT as you control a normal guy 
who can punch/kick and use his gun. 
also transform into a robot. Like the 
original, weapons come in the form of 
a red sword. blue gun. or green boo
merang weapon. The game's another 
arcade adventure beat'em up with bi
gger and meaner nasties. plus you 
get to ride a hover jet bike in a 
shoot'em up like download. Out in De-

MEGADHIV E: 
KAGEKI 
CHARACTER 
SHOWING HE 
CAN PUNCH! 
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cember on 3rneg. With Days of 
Thunder doing the rounds in the Cine 
mas and Computer format <terrible 
game!!!). Media Rings Corps will be 
releasing a car racing game of simi 
lar type on 4meg card for release in 
December . The game is viewed from 
behind the motor like most games 
t~ese days, as you ripp along the 
circular track ... hopefully it's faster 
than Thunder . 

Although I said there wasn't any 
other new games. there are quite a 
few, but all are either war games or 
Role Play Strategy ones ... all japane
se!! 

~ne of the best companies produ• 
cing games for the Megadrive has to 
be Technosoft. although they have 
only released 3 games with 
Thunderforce 2/3 and Herzog Zwei. 
but their next game - Elemental 
Master is looking cool too. and could 
well be the vertical equvalent to 
Thunderforce 3. The game is similar 
to Phelios . but you control a wizard 
instead who can fly . Like other 
vertical shoot'em ups. you have a 
bagful of weapons <spells> and 
zillions of enemies to contend with . 
Coming out on 4rneg cart.. but no re-

MO: ELEMENTAL MAS fER. Wl7.ARD ATTACKED BY A RATllf.R 
LONG DRAGON 

lease dates . 
Taito's Darius II will be available in 

December and looks exceptionally 
good. Corning a lot sooner . is Space 
Invaders ·90 (which should now be 
available) which is slightly better 
than the engine version . And set for 
5th Oct. - Rainbow Islands Extra 
version . The game will be the same 
as the coin-op . but you can select 
"Extra· mode and play the whole 
game with new creatures. For ex 
ample, instead of Insects on the first 
island. you have characters from Da
rius. Heavy Unit. already out on the 
Engine , will be out in December . The 
game looks more impressive with 
larger and more detailed graphics 
than it's engine counterpart. but the 
garneplay should remain the same. 
As for Air Busters. still no planned re 
lease date for that. 



More news of Super Air Wolf is 
that. the game will have two different 
gameplays. The first is like Ultimate 
Tiger<Twin Cobra> as you fly your Air
wolf upscreen blasting all ground and 
air targets, and when you get to your 
destination - land. and rush out in to a 
Rambo HI like game. Out in Nov. 

Toaplan have licenced a few of 
their games off lately - namely Hellfi
re, Tatsujin, and Hurrican ... but are to 
convert and release their next game 
by themselves. that of 'Same! Same! 
Same!' . The ganme is the proper se
quel to Flying Shark. as you take on a 
bi-plane (the Fire Shark), in another 
up screen shoot'em up. Basically, the 
game is like Hurrican with swirling 
planes. tanks, ships, etc. to blow-ip. 
The weapons available to you are si
milar to that of Tatsujin, with multi
way fire, streaking lasers. and po
werful green shots, plus super bombs. 
Out early Nov. 

From Wolf Team. soon to release 
FZ AXIS, are to release Granada in 
Nov., a game that had already been 
releasedfor the X68000. The game's 
a multi-directional shoot'em up, vie
wed from above. similar to the plan
view part of Thunderforce II. 

As for NCS, they have nearly more 
games than Sega up their sleeves. 
Latest on their list is another hori
zontal shoot'em up, as you control a 
little guy with wings ... sounds a bit like 
lnsector X eh? But there are some 
wicked looking meanies to destroy -
no planned release date as yet. Also 
on the no release date line is Explode 
Star, a cute platform arcade game. a 
sort or Bombuzal in 2D view. And Star 
Cruiser should be out in Nov .• which 
looks well ace!! 

The long awaited Kageki from 
Hot.B should be available in De
cember ... as the game goes, it should 
as good as Karate Champ but with 
more complex movements. devious 
opponents. etc .. 

More horizontal shoot'em ups co
ming from Sega for Nov. will be V 
Attack. This one doesn't look too hot. 
resembling very much like Curse, but 
we'll give you the low down when we 
get hold of a copy!! 

..,:v ATTACK. ANOTHER SHOOT'EM UP •• ZZZZZnnffl 

®@JJ&W(ill 
Darius Plue -
NEC Avenue - 8meg · Englne/S.G. 

Atlast. the HuCard version of one of 
the best horizontal shoot'em up for 
the engine arrives. As you expect, 
soundwise is not as good as the CD 
version. but all the music and FX are 
still present, and just es good .. intact, 
after several goes, you'll hardly 
notice the difference. The game 
features less big Bosses. which 
makes it slightly easier, especially as 
most of the really really difficult ones 
have gone, plus there are a few more 
power ups. Eg. On the Card version, 
if you collect all the powerups on 
stage A•B, you will have full power on 
all 3 of the first set of weapons. but 
on the CD version, you get full Red. 
but one missing from Green and 
Blue!! An added bonus if you own a 
SG. there's no noticeable flicker - if 
you don't own a CD-Rom. then Darius 
Plus is definitely worth getting. 
Rating, same as CD Version. 

AtterBurn•r II -
NEC Avenue - 4meg - Engine 

The Engine version is a very 
competent conversion. not as good 
as the MD one, but just es playable. 
· The graphics are good, although very 
chunky when coming towards you. 
like in coin-op Thunderblade. but 
action is fast paced and just as good 
as the MD version with shouting 
warnings, barrow rows. tilting 
landscape, canyon strafting, plane 
and landing on air-strip refuel/arm., 
etc. The game has 3 difficulty levels. 
and will only let you continue once!! It 
also features a 3D room which lets 
you mess about with 3D shapes 
made from balls .. .interesting, 
although due to the engine's limits of 
displaying amounts of sprites per 
line, parts of the balls usually 
disappear. All in all. a great 
conversion, but certainly not the 
best, but then again - which also 
goes for other conversions. if you 
really want to play Afterburner. 
you're better off going to the 
arcades to play ... nothing beats the 
rocking and rolling of the coin- op. Oh 
yeah, like the MD version. it wUI 
accept the analogue stick. 

W-Ring 
Naxal - 2mag • Engine 

W-Ring is a horizontal Shoot'em up which 
'looks' well ace! The game is similar in 
style to the Nemesis suite where you 

control a small craft that moves left to 
right. with up and down movement. Be
cause the play area is so large, and most 
of the enemy sprites are small. there are 
tons of them, swooping all over the pla
ce. but this isn't much of a problem. as ta
king them out is quite easy. Aswell as the 
small enemy ships. there are also floa
ting asteroids to shoot/avoid, and quite a 
lot of foreground scenery to avoid. 

Your ship is equipped with a Ring 
Shield. fast firing short-lasers. and drop
bombs. but as you can guess. floating 
pods appear quite frequently, and shoo
ting them reveal a circular icon that 
change colour. Collect it when it's a 
certain colour for the weapon you want. 
Red will give you Gyro Shields, Yellow -
missile. Green - Ring Beam. Pink - Multi 
way, and Blue - Laser. The more you co
llect. the more powerful they become. al
though max. is 3. As you process. bigger 
nasties appear firing miBSiles, lasers. and 
generally getting in your way. 

Reach the end of the stage. which 
doesn't take long, you'll meet the end of 
stage Bossies>. To make things easier for 
you. you are told where it's weak shot is 
by a target. so blast away at that point 
avoid it and it's shots and it"II blow up in 
no time. The Bosses are fairly easy to 
destroy, especially with powerups. most 
can be killed in seconds!! On stage 2. you 
can kill the Boss just after it fires his first 
shot if you have the laser!! 

The graphics are real nice. and extre
mely detailed. even the small enemy spri
tes are brilliantly shaded. The landscape 
range from Nemesis-like organic rocks. 
grass covered boulders etc. with 
battered space craft. lrem style/Alien 
Crush "alien' scenery to a sea world, & 
metallic structures. all with colour-cycle 
effects. which look quite stunning. and 
Unfortunately, for some strange reason. 
your weapons. and bomb explosions flick
er like they are in Amiga interlace mode. 
which look awful - why they programmed 
it to do this is beyond me. The music is 
really strange. with mixture of piano. 
synths. horror, hi-tech, real acel! Sound 
FX is restricted to weapon FX. and Explo
sions. 

W-Ring features 3 levels of difficult -
Easy is too easy and the game can be 
completed quite easily. although you 
don't get the very end of stage! Normal is 
set about right, and Expert. well.. rock 
hard! Overall, W-Ring is a good shoot"em 
up. very playable. but lacks variety. even 
the weapons are not a great difference 
as they fire so fast. it doesn·t really 
matter which one you take (apart from 
taking the Gyro Shield>. It's one of those 
games that - if it moves shoot it. doesn·t 
move shoot it anyway. and if it"s flashing 
- collect it. It certainly requires no mental 
thinking like some games where you have 
to think about the best weapon to pick. 
and best way to tackle the level/Enemy. 
Worth getting if you are after a horizontal 
blaster. if you already have Darius. 

Graphics: 85% Sound : 85% 
Playable : 80% V. F. M. : 80% 
Overall : 82% 
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SUPER FAMICOM NEWS •... 

At last the Super 
Famicom was 
shown to the japa 
nese public at the 
Japan Computer 
Show called 'Soft 
World 90' during 
August. The machine sports a new 
logo with red. yellow. blue and green 
shapes - the same colours as the 
buttons on the control pad buttons. 
The machine still is set for release on 
21st November . And the games? -
'Super Mario World' will be released 
the same day on 4meg Cartridge and 
will cost 8000 yen . Mario World will 
be mostly the same as the previous 
Mario Bros . games. but ofcourse , a 
more massive arcade adventure with 
lots of wacky creatures. situations . 
etc . The game also features a dra 
gon -like creature that lets you ride on 
and a magic cloak enabling you to fly , 
sure to be a winner - but then again, 
ifs only one of a few games relea 
sed the same time as the machine . 
The others also include - 'F-Zero ·. 
again on 4meg and cost 7000 yen. 
The game is like pole position but 
with futuristic crafts that can travel 
over 450km/h, meaning very 
possibly super amazingly smooth, ul
tra fast 3D graphics . Bombuzal, 
which have already appeared on co
mputer format will be released on 
4meg Cart again . and sell for 6500 
yen . 

12th December, sees 'Flight Club' 
(previously Dragon Fly), again 4meg -
8000 yen. As far as I can gather. the 
game's a soft of arcade flight simula
tor, where you have to get from one 
location to another within a set time . 
You get to fly a bi-plane. hanglider . a 
jet pack and also do a spot of pa
rachuting on to a targ et. The game is 

SF:FINAL FIGHT, COIN -OP PERFECT ?! 

viewed behind the craft/man and fea 
tures amazingly detailed 3D 
graphics . 

'Sim City' should hit the Super Fa
micom in April ·91 on usual 4meg cart. 
- 8000 yen. Konami should have 
'Gradius Ill' ready by December ·go, 
again 4meg/780 0 yen . Graphically, it 
looks identical to the coin-op - sure 
is amazing how the whole coin -op 
game can fit onto a 4meg cart! For 
monster bashing - there 's 'Ultra -
man· - that red /white robot. friend of 
Godzilla in a sort of Street Fighter 
game but against some wacko 
monsters - some seen on Channel 
4's monster movie series. On 6meg 
m. but title unknown and no releas e 
date . will be a Rastan Saga type 
game featuring a warrior with a big 
sword in an usual kill all the nasty 
creatures , jump from ledge to ledge. 
etc. But even bigger on 8megs l!!!I -
for 8500 yen will be Capcom's 'Final 
Fight' set for DecembP.r '90 . Thi s one 
looks awesome with graphics as 
good as the coin -op and features 
dual play option .• although I have to 
admit . I'm not a great fen of the coin
op game. Jaleco ·s 'Big Run· will be on 
4meg and set for March '91, also 
looks great. 

As you 'd ex pect. 'Popul ous' should 
be available in Decemb er ·go on 
4meg too . and so will a RPG. More 
RPG. the popular ·s.o: will be con 
verted to the S.F. for January. and 
'Drakken ' on a whopping 8meg Cart. 
set for Dec '90 . You want Golf? HAL 
Laboratory Inc . has one in the works 
for Feb ·91 on 8meg . 'A -Type II' and 
'Darius 11· are in the works too - but 
no estimate release dates o, size /pri-

SFfl.lGHT Cl.lJ B. B1-P l_lll\lF. F 1_v1NG WFl=!:E •~ 
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ce . All in all , the Super Famic om 
should be a real winner - I can 't 

wait!!!! ~~ 
'«j/;,\!.•,1:,1:Y,ri)W 45 ·•--•· ,, 

With the Nintendo releasing the 
Gameboy officially at a great low 
price of under u70 with Telris game 
and link cable. the Gameboy can only 
increase in popularity - end should 
become as popular as the Walkman . 
Unfortunately , the only thing letting it 
down is the lack of official games for 
the machine. More would be nice!! 

One of the problems with the 
gameboy is. you can only link two of 
them together unlike the other hand 
helds. namely the Lynx with a 
possible of eight. So . the clever japs 
have come up with a four player 
adaptor! The small device will be 
released on 9th November for 3000 
yen . The device is a small box. not 
even bigger than a matchbox with a 
lead coming out for connection with 
one gameboy . The other three 
gameboys can be connected to the 
gadget. The only game that will 
implimate it at present is a Formula 1 
driving game similar to Final Lap. 

Gameboy games seem to 
increase in large Quanities each 
month. most of them are rather below 
par or really wierd, but one game 
that should be instantly playable is 
Pacman! Yep, Namco has converted 
one of thei, most popular games for 
the Garneboy. hoping to achieve 
better things then their other oldie 
Spece Invaders. On 1meg cart.. and 
set for release in November . Another 
goldie oldie set for release for the 
Gameboy will be Burger Time - out 
for Feb ·91. 

More arcade conversion::; -
December will be the release of F1 
Circus lsee Engine review) .. screen 
shots look ace. but how the gameboy 
can handl e the speed is a different 
matter! And more car games from 
Taito, would you believe they are to 
convert Chase HQ to the gameboy? 
Planned for January next year! One 
of the best looking Gameboy games 
has got to be Cosmotank from Asu
ka . As the title suggests . you take 
control of a tank. but the difference 
between this game and others is 
that. it features 20 top down ga
mepley. plus 3D - in the hot seal 
action ... looks real awesome! 

Nintendo again tried to show the 
UK public that the NES is the 
machine to get at the ECES . as 
shown by sales of the machine in Ja-
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pan and the US. but never a great 
success in the UK, due to lack of 
software when it was first released. 
But with the reduced price of the 
system this could change things .. .it's 
certainly better than getting the C64 
or Amstrad consoles. but then again, 
the machine is a little dated now -
with a few extra pounds, you can get 
a Engine or Megadrive. 

Back to the jap scene, Top game 
set for October w~I be lrem's con
version of their wicked coin-op game 
Legend of Hero Tonma. The 

game's a ace aracde adventure. 
and the NES version looks brill! Alre
ady avaUable on the Megadrive - In
sector X, has also been released for 
the NES. However, the game has 
cartoon like graphics instead of more 
detailed realistic look. Personally, I 
think this look better as when you go 
up against a BOSS Bee, beating it, 
and you see the Bee all bandaged up! 
well cool! 

HOW SUPERI! 
1. What are the technical specifica
tions of the Nintendo Super Fami
com {NSFJ eg. graphics, sound, 
etc .. ? 
2. What is better - the NSF or the 
Megadrlve? 
3. What will the prices be for the 
games for the NSF? 
4. How arcade perfect will the NSF 
games be eg. Speech. sound. 
graphics? 
5. Will there be a grey version? 
6. Will the NSF have ghouls + 

ghosts programmed for it? 
David Thomas. Essex. 

1. We've given the main tech specs in 
previous issues - it's 16-bit machine, 
but runs slow in 3 configurations, 
although have custom chips that run 
independently of the processor for 
speed. It has 1meg main ram, two 
256K VRAM; 32,768 colour shades -
128 on per screen at any one time 
from palette of 256; 256x224 
resolution: 8 channel PCM sound 
capable of 16mhz for clear smapling; 
special chip to handle screen -
zooming in/out, rotation, etc. with 
ease at speed. etc .... 
2. The NSF looks to be better -
coming close to the Neo Geo. but 
without the price! 
3. See Famicom page in this issue! 
4. Image the Amiga with 8 channels 
instead of 4, and that's close to what 
you have ... and the Amiga's sound is 
mega! As for the current coin-op 
conversion for the NSF at present, 
Gradius Ill & Final Fight look identical 

to the coin-op than any coin-op 
conversion I've seen!! 
5. You bet! But likely to cost a 
packet ... time to morgage the house!! 
6. Capcom are going to release the 
follow up, so unlikely to release G+G, 
as it's rather old hat now, considering 
Nintendo's policy of not releasing 
game on other systems on to their 
machines. ... and G+G already out on 
theMD&SG. 

CD oompatlbllltlea 
t. What happened to 'Where in the 
World Is Carmen Sandieago' on 
Cd-Rom with It's English text? 
None of the suppliers have heard 
of it? 
2. Do American CD-Roms work on 
our Imported Japanese systems? 
You have mentioned this many ti
mes, but the suppliers haven't got 
a clue. I got these three answers 
from 'PC Engine Supplies·. 

iJ Yes they work and we· re 
getting some in. 

1/J No they don't work. 
11/J Some of them work & some of 

them don't. 
Please set the record straight. sur
ely one of your readers tried one. 
3. I'm confused over system cards. 
I have Ver t.O, a friend has Ver 2.0. 
and now you mention Ver 2.1. I 
know about CD-G compatibility. but 
what about the difference between 
Ver 2.0 &Ver 2.1? His Ver 2.0 was 
supplied with his CD-Rom System. 
4. What happened to the · Power 
Console' for the SG? Has it been 
released, what about other 
analogue joysticks? 
Kevin Donovan, Gwent. 

1. As far as I know, the game has 
already been released in Japan. It's 
possible that none of the suppliers 
over here think it'll sell well, so didn't 
get any in. Maybe if you try to order 
it from one of the suppliers. they 
might get it for you. I never bothered 
getting it because I have already got 
the game on the Amiga! 
2. YES! American CDs work on the 
Japanese system. Unfortunately, the
re only a couple of them currently 
available. If you went to the ECES. 
Fighting Street (US Version) was 
available, but as myself and Justin al
ready had the game. it's not much 
point getting. Also available is 
Wonderboy Ill .... again, not much point 
getting as it doesn't have any text or 
speech in it. However. Valis II, Vs 1+11, 
Red Alert & Final Zone II, should be 
available in the US. that could be 
worth getting, especially Y8. Oh ... 
don't get confused about 'CDs' and 
'CD-Roms·. Most people consider 

CD-Rom as the hardware drive unit, 
and not the actual discs. 
3. Well, that's news to me - I didn't 
know Ver 2.0 was available! Are you 
sure about that.. have you actually 
seen the system card with Ver 2.0 
on it? If so. they could have just 
changed it to match with the little 2 
on the CD-Rom. I think 2.0 is just the 
same as 1.0, but I could be wrong. 
Does your friend's manual say (show, 
as it would be in japanese> that it's 
CD-G compatible, or have the 
Graphic option when you insert the 
card? 
4. The Power Console seems to have 
been delayed ... what can you expect 
from NECH But as for the analogue 
joystick, it should be available 
soon ... as Afterburner II is now avai- . 
lable which should be able to use it, 
like the MD version. 

..llore CD Blueal 
1. When is the release date roughly 
of the Handy Grafx (portable 
engine) How much £. and what 
games would work if I bought one 
from Japan. Turbo, Normal Engine. 
Japanese? 
2. Could I connect It to the main/ 
adaptor 
3. If I bought Japanese CDs of 
Arcade themes. would these work 
on a normal <English) CD 
Player.Would a Japanese CD 
player work here? 
William Azzoug, Lines. 

1. The machine is already avaHable in 
the US <Turbo Express - will only 
work on TurboGrafx-16 cards>, but 
the Japanese version should be 
available before Christmas, and it will 
run normal japanese cards.Cost of 
the machine have yet to be decided. 
2. Yes. 
3. Yes again. All CD music systems 
are the same around the world. 

Talking of Arcade themes. latest 
available music CDs includes: 
*Falcom's 'Ys II' 
*Taito's 'DJ Station' featuring music 
from N.Z.Story, WGP. Op.Thunderbolt, 
Rastan II, etc .. 
*0ataEast's 'Crude Buster & 
Midnight Resistance' 
*UPL's 'Omega Fighter & Atomic 
Robo-Kid' 
*UPL's 'Task Force Harrier'. 
*Konami's 'Game Music Collection 
Vol.2' - Quarth, Trigon, Crime 
Fighters and another. 
*Hot.B's 'lnsector X.' 
*Namco's 'Final Lap 2·. 
*Also, you can get NEO GEO music 
on Tape. 

• 
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MEGADRIVE - BY BUL.LFROG/REC TRONIC 
ARTS - APROX . £45 

.SUPPLIED BY PM GAMES 

Anyone who has not heard of (or 
actually seen) Populous on either the 
Amiga or ST must either: 
a. Have no interest in the ST/Amiga 
market whatsoever (!) or 
b. Been away on holiday on a remote 
island for 3 years . 
As you may have guessed . it could be 
said that Populous was a very well 
received game on the 16 bit 
computers. 
Anyway, for those who qualify for 
one of the above reasons. the basic 
idea of the game is as follows . Ther e 
are two sides : good and evil. You 
play good (hoora ·y!) and must defeat 
evil by gaining more followers . 
Simple. eh?! 

There are a few points to note with 
Populous. Firstly. it is a Genesis 
NGLISH instructions (!!!) and fits in a 
Megadrive without any hassles at all! 
(there is actually no need to file a 
hole or modify your MD to get the 
cartridge working. just plug it in and 
push your power switch on and off 
you go -don't force the on/off switch . 
just push it as far as it wants to go). 
To start with. the Electronic Arts logo 
pops up and this is followed by an 
average title screen (a castle on a 
mountain). If you leave the game at 
this point, a story is told on screen 
which basically gives the background 
of the game . 
There are no options as there were 
on the Amiga (eg Custom game etc>. 
<\fter you have pressed 'A' to start 
you are shown the world description 
screen. This tells you everything 
about the current level (eg the 
landscape, the reaction time of evil 
etc}. Here you can either select to 
start the game or select a new game. 
If you decide on a new game. you are 
then prompted to enter the password 
for the required level (these are given 
. ...... ·i?' - .. , ~,~;; .. ;. ,. 
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POPULOUS:MOUNTAINOUS AREA. HARD TO POPULATE THIS PLACE!I 

after each level is completed}, the co
des are exactly the same as on the 
Amiga!. 
On starting the game you are faced 
with a close-up map of the current 
world . This is seen as an isometric 
square in the middle of the screen. 
Little men wander about and there 
are various pieces of scenery around 
the place <-trees etcl 
You have control of a pointer which 
can be moved around the screen . By 
using button B plus any direction. you 
can scroll around the close-up map. 
in the top left corner is a miniature 
map of the whole level and this can 
be used to travel large distances 
quickly (by putting the pointer over 
the place on the map and pressing 
A). In the top right there is the info 

· shield which tells you your current 
population level and evil's current po
pulation. 
Beneath the info shield is a strip of 
icons which is the mana bar. This ba
sically shows you how much godly 
power you have and what you can 
actually do with it! In the bottom left 
corner is a multitude of icons. There 
is the direction symbols (which can 
be used to move around instead of 
using '8') and also the divine inter 
vention symbols (more later!>. Va
rious other icons are also present, 
but most seem only to be needed if 
you become a more advanced player. 

Both sides start out with the 
same amount of followers 
<usually!) and evil is always si
tuated in the bottom of the 
map. The main part of the 
game involves flattening out 
land so that your existing 
people can build larger (or 
new) settlements. The 'A' 
button adds extra land and the 
·c· button takes land away . As 
modifying the landscape uses 
energy (mana}. you can at ti 
mes find yourself unable to 
do any thing! The larger the 
space. the larger the settle 
:nent. For instance . if the re is 
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only a tiny square of space. a small 
tent will be put up. However. if more 
space is given this will change into a 
larger building (until finally it beco
mes a large castle}. The more settle
ments you have. the more people will 
come over to your side - the more 
power (or Mana) you will gain. The 
mana bar mentioned previously indi 
cates what you can do with this 
mana. Various nasty things can be 
afflicted on your enemy (which either 
slows his progress down or wipes 
him out totally!l. These include : 
earthquakes. swamps. volcanoes . 
floods etc. 
When you are sure you have a large 
enough following (check the popula
tion bars> and enough mana to do so . 
you can then declare Armageddon 
by selecting the icon. This results in 
the two sides meeting at a central 
point and fighting to the last. If you 
win you are given a password (the 
better you do. the more levels you 
can skip) and must conquer the next 
world. Otherwise, it's try again. 
I have to say that I find it very hard to 
find any differences between the MD 
version and the Amiga original. The 
display is full screen (naturally) which 
the Amiga is not. but otherwise the 
graphics are exactly the same (per
haps a tad larger due to the lack of 
borders on the MO>. No attempt se
ems to have been made by Bullfrog 
to actually improve on the Amiga 
version, and it looks very much to be 
a straight port-over. The sound is 
very poor (an average title tune but 
during the game only the sound of a 
heart beat). 
Considering what could have been 
done, it seems a shame that Bullfrog 
could not be bothered to update Po
pulous for the MD. To be fair. it is the 
game itself which made Populous a 
hit, not its graphics and sound. Ho
wever . some more use of the MO-s 
pallete and some larger and 
'chunkier' sprites would not have 
gone amiss . The sound could defini 
tely have been improved (the MD urn 
handle music and sound fx at th€ 
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same time Bullfrog!) and some music 
would have been nice . 
Populous is a very large game and if 
you can really get into it. you could 
find yourself playing this for a long 
time to come. However. it is an acqui 
red taste and some people may hate 
it. It is bordering very much on strate
gy but has more to actually do than 
most pure strategy games . 
Anyhow. the gameplay remains in
tact (in fact exact!) and this means 
that Populous is still a fairly good 
game . However. I would definitely not 
recommend any Amiga/St owners 
with MD's going out and buying it as 
they could save themselves £20 if 
they bought the computer version at 
£25 (and get the same game>. 
If Bullfrog had updated the MD 
version sufficiently this game would 
come recommended <especially to 
strategy fans). However . as it is. I 
don't think Populous really stands up 
enough as a MD game and especially 
due to its price. I have to say I feel MO 
owners could spend their money on a 

SHITEN-MYOOH:YOU ARE A BIG BOY ARE'N'T YOU? 

lot better game than this . 
Sadly.an opportunity missed by Bull
frog. 

Graphics 
Sound 
Playability 
V.F.M 

Overall 

: 68% 
38% 
85% 
50% 

: 70% 

c)n~'))~~.31 ~~)J ;1~1~§" i, . '" ..;. 
by SlGMA ENTERPRISES · t.lEGADRIVE 

RENTED FROM MEGAWARE 

T his game is the latest in the tine of 
Super Shinobi -style games to arrive 
for the MO and. it has to be said . the 
worst to date! 
The game starts oft w ith a poor loo
king logo (presumably the name of 

the game in Japanese> and a bit of 
fairly average music plays away- no 
nice intro explaining the story which 
is disappointing es it is greet to see 
the games companies showing off 
the MD in these intros. 
Once you have pressed Start , you 
can choose 1 player, 2 player or 
Options. The options are: Level 
(normal.hard), Control (set up which 
button does what> and Sound test. 
The two player option is si
multaneous (which is nice to see as 
these add a lot to a game if they are 
done well>. 
After this you are asked to choose 
which level you wish to start on. 
There are 9 levels shown in the 
booklet but only 6 can be accessed 
from the start <presumably, like 
Thunderforce Ill you must complete 
the other 6 to get to the last 3l . Then . 
finally, you are asked to choose 
which character to play. The 4 cha
racters available are Kotarou Ca 
young warrior), Ayame <a young 
princess type). Kidenbou <a big bald_ 

headed.bearded thug!) and Se
nshirou Ca white haired magician 
type). 
Each of the characters have the 
same amount of power but each 
has a different weapon. although 
this doesn't make a lot of diffe
rence in practice. 
The idea of the game is basically 
to make it to the end of the level 
and defeat the guardia~ who 
waits there. The 3 buttons are 
all used Cone for jump, one for fire 
and one for magic). The magic is 
the same for all 4 characters and 
just kills everything on screen Co· 
does damage to an end of level 

nasty}. 
The graphics are really nothing spe
cial at all and have a slightly 'chunky ' 
look to them and with few colours 
used. the overall effect looks poor. 
The scrolling also leaves a lot to be 
desired (bordering on jerky) and the 
animation looks as though it could do 
with a few more frames Cwhy can't 
we have lovely fluid. lifelike anima
tion like in Super Shinobi all the 
time?!). 
The music is sometimes quite at
mospheric but mostly is average and. 
again. seems under par for the MD. 
If you are playing one player. each 
time one character is killed you are 
asked to choose the next character 
to play <characters are labelled 
'Dead' if they have expired!!>. With 
two player, obviously the game 
doesn"t last as long since the two o f 
you must choose between 4 cha 
racters in total. 
The difficulty level is set far too high 
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and it usually takes all 4 characters 
to get to the end of one level. Yotr 
are allowed to continue a number of 
times but the difficulty does tend to 
get frustrating and I ended up 
actually NOT wanting to continue! . 

There are also a few quirks 
<bugs??l, like if you die and change 
characters you are placed a couple 
of inches from the ground and stay 
there for a few seconds before drop
ping back to earth!. 
I have to say I was very disap
pointed with Shiten Myooh . The ove 
rall impression is that the whole thing 
could have easily been done on an 
Atari ST (dare I say it?!!!!) and there 
is really nothing to distinguish this as 

a MD game. Steer well clear or rent/ 
play first but certainly don't rush in 
and waste 30 odd quid on it as you 
will end up feeling well cheated. 

Graphics 
Sound 
Playability 
V.F.M 

Overall 

-60% 
- 60% 
- 45% 
- 40% 

- 45% 

1F»0JIUFI!IM 1i/%<e'))£.~ 
by NEC Avenue - 4meg - Engine 
Suppled by PC Engine Supples 

Operation Wolf is the latest 
Avenue arcade coin-op conversion . 
and like their other reproductions -
they have done an excellent job. if 
you haven't played or seen this one. 
then you should be shot! The game 
involves shooting/grenading enermy 
soldiers. helicopters, gun-boats , 
armoured vehicles. etc ... and re- ✓ 
scueing hostages in a six stage 
shoot'em up. 

The main difference between the 
engine version and the coin -o p is, 
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<MAIL ORDER) (SHOP) 

PC Engine Supplies Console Concepts 
223B Waterloo Road The Village 

Cobridge 5-0-T Newcastle-LI-Lyme 
Staffs ST6 2HS Staffs ST5 1 QB 

Telephone 0782 712759 (9.00 am TO 5.30 pm) 0782 213993 (6.00 pm to 7.30 pm) 
~ Access and Visa now accepted VAT No. 536 8202 45. Fax No. 0782 208429 3I: 

*** BEFORE YOU PART WITH YOUR HARO EARNED CASH · CHECK OUT OUR COMPETITORS*** *** WERE THEY SELLING CONSOLES LAST CHRISTMAS? WE WERE*** 

PC Engine Pal TV or Searl & Operation Wolf ...... £165 .00 inc . p.&p . Sega Megadrive (Searl) Pro 1 Joystick+ Super Monaco ...... ..... £179 .95 inc . p.&p. 
PC Engine CD ROM System. Interface & Sidearms Special. £313 .00 inc. p.&p. PC Engine Supergrafx , Grand Sword+ Battle Ace .. £ £285 .00 inc . p .&p. 
Sega Megadrive (TV Vers ion ) Pro 1 Joysticks+ Super Monaco Free £179 .95 inc. p .&p . •NOTE OUR MEGADRIVE RUNS JAPANESf/AMERICAN/BRITISH CARTRIDGES* 

PC ENGINE SOFTWARE SEGA MEGADRIVE SOFTWARE 

Paranoia 
New Zealand Story ..... 
Power Drift 
Shinobi 
Volfied ........ . 

t28.00 
t32.00 
t32.00 
t32.00 
t32.00 

Cybercore . t32.00 
Golden Axe (CD) .. . t30.00 
Final Zone II (CD) . .. t33.00 
Blue Blink .. . t33.00 
Tiger Road .. t33.00 
Sidearms . . .. t33.00 
Space Invaders . . t33.00 
Formation Soccer t33.00 
Legend of Valkrie .......... t33.00 
Klax . . .. . . ... t33.00 
W Wing . . t33.00 
Afterburner ..... t33.00 
Legendary kt.c II . . t33.00 
Valis Ill (CD) .. t33.00 
Die Hard ..... . . . t33.00 
Splat House ......... .. t3a.oo 

Powerleague Ill . t33.00 
Darius Plus (card) (new).. . .. . Call 
Gomala Speed (new) ......... t33.00 
Final Blaster (new) ..... ......... t33.00 
Rastan Saga II t33.00 
Xevious (new) . . ........ t32.00 
Viegues (new) ...... .. C33.00 
Star Soldier (Gunhead II) ... C33.00 
Download (new) ............. ..... C33.00 
Don Doko Don ..................... C33.00 
Super Foolish Man (new) . ... C33.00 
Ninja Spirits .. . .. t33.00 
lrrage Fight .. . ......... t33.00 
Alien Crush II (Pinball) .. . .. C33.00 
Beach Volleyball .... C33.00 
Lode Runner . .. . . . . . ..... C33.00 
Pro 1 Autofire Joystick . . . .. . C33.00 
Ghouls and Ghosts (sg) ....... C33.00 
Balrran .. . .. . .. ... . ....................... Call 
Operation Wolf ........ C33.00 
Rabid Lepus .......... Call 

Darwin 4001. . 
Altered Beast ... 
Forgotten Worlds 
Rambo 111.. . 

. .. C30.00 
....... C33.00 

............. C3o.oo 
.......... C30.00 

Colurms (Tetris Type Game) C30.00 
Basketball . . . . ..... C32.00 
Tatsujin ..... C30.00 
Alterburner II . . . ..... C33.00 
New Zealand Story . . . . . . .. C33.00 
Final Blow Boxing ... .... ........ C33.00 
Golden kt.e .. . . ....... C33.00 
Super Shinobi . . . C33.00 
Klax ... . ... ... C33.00 
Space Invaders 90 .. . .... C33,00 
lnspeclor X ........ ..... ... ...... C33.00 
Hellfire (new) ...... . ... c:a:a.oo 
Slrider (new) .... . .... C.41,00 
Gain Ground (new) . . .. C33.00 
Ringside Angel (new) ......... .. C33.00 
Shadow Blasters (new) ... ...... C33.00 
XDR (new) .... . ............ C33.00 

Atorric Robokid (new) ........ C33.00 
Axis (new) .. . ..... ....... C33.00 
Crack Down (new) ........... ... . C33.00 
Rainbow Island Extra (new) ... C33.00 
Master of Weapon (new) ...... C33.00 
World Cup Soccer ............... C33.00 
Thunderforce 111 .. C33.00 
DJ Kid . . ........................... c33.oo 
E-Swat .... ................. .......... £33.00 
Phelios ......... ...................... C33.00 
Phantasy Star II (6 Meg) 
Battery Back -up (new pr ice) . C3e.oo 
Ghostbusters . . . ......... C33.00 
Populous (English rranual) ... C39.00 
Budokan (English manual) ... C39.00 
Pro 1 Aulof ire Joystick .......... C33.00 
Batrran . . . ....... ......... C33.00 
Cyberball .......................... .. C33.00 
Super Monaco (GP) ........ ..... C33.00 
Moonwalker ... . . .... C33.00 
Rastan SAGA II ................... C33.00 

Arcade Power Stick .......... £34 .99 PC Engine/Megadrive Mags ...... ..... £7.DO Competition Pro Joystick PC Engine/Megadrive ... ...... . £19 .95 
Game Boy Carrying Case ........ Ca/1 Sega Megadrive Carrying Case ...... .. .. Ca/1 Gameboy Light Attachmenr ......... . Ca/1 

All Gameboy Software From £19.95 
Bomber Boy Battle Ping Pong Teenage Mutant Turtles Batman Spider Man + over 40 more titles 

Neo Geo latest tltlle• 
Super Spy Cyber Lip Super Wonder V Asuka vs Asuka Sky Soldier lkari Warriors Ill Call for prices 

Megadrive Xmas Pack 
(Joypad. Joystick, 

Super Monaco GP) 
£179 .95 

We have more titles en PC 
Engine/MP.gadrive than we 

can list in this ad·.crt. 
(Call us on 0782 2 · 3993) 

Sports Pack 
(Soccer, Boxing & 

Basketball) 
£85.00 

Starter Pack 
(Golden Axe, Rambo 111, 

Altered Beast) 
£85.00 

Shoot Em Up Pack 
(Tatsutin , Whiprush , 

darwin) 
£85.00 

PC Engine Xmas Pack 
(PC Engine, Joypad, 

Operation Wolf) 
£165 .00 

ALL GAMES PACKS 
ON SEGA MEGADRIVE 

PLEASE ADD ON £1.00 P.&P. FOR EACH TITLE 
ORDERED ON SEGA 16 BIT/PC ENGINE 

Please note all the above games are imports and 
may need modification to run on the official British 16 

Bil Sega. 

PLEASE ADO ON £1 FOR MAGS, & £1.50 FOR JOYSTICKS 
· We are also stockists of Neo Geo/Nintendo/Sega 8 
Bit and 16 Bit (UK)/Atrari Lynx/PC Engine Handheld . 

SAME DAY DESPATCH ON ALL ACCESS/VISA ANO POSTAL ORDERS IF IN STOCK (CALL US ON 0782 213993). 

CHEQUES PLEASE AUOW 3 DAYS FOR CLEARANCE 

MAKE AN ORDER FROM THIS ADVERT AND GET A FREE PC ENGINE/MEGADRIVE FANZINE 

* * * YOU'VE TRIED THE REST!! NOW TRY THE .BEST* * * 



RAVEN GAMES LONDON 
66 DURHAM ROAD, BROMLEY. KENT BR2 0SW 

PC ENGINE CORE GRAFX 
(PAL> £155.00 

PC ENGINE CORE GRAFX 
<PAL> inc. NINJA 
WARRIORS £169.00 

PC ENGINE CORE GRAFX 
<SCART> inc. NINJA 
WARRIORS £159.00 

PC ENGINE SUPER GRAFX 
(PAL> inc. GRANZORT £285.00 

PC ENGINE SUPER GRAFX 
SCART> inc. BATTLE ACE £275.00 

CD-ROM + INTERFACE £299.00 
PC ENGINE JAPANESE 

MAGAZINES £7.50 

LATEST PC ENGINE GAMES 

SUPER STAR SOLDIER 
NINJA SPIRIT 
RASTAN II 
DEVl. CRASH 
HELL EXPLORER 
POWER LEAGUE II 
KLAX 
OPERATION WOLF 
HANEY IN THE SKY 
F1CIRCUS 
DARIUS <SG/ENGINE 

COMPATIBLE) 
DIE HARD 
W-RING 
GAMOLA SPEED 
FINAL BLASTER 
AFTER BURNER II 
LEGION (CD-ROM> 
VARUS Ill <CD-ROM> 
BATMAN 

£34.95 
£34.95 
£34.95 
£34.95 
£34.95 
£34.95 
£34.95 
£34.95 
£34.95 
£34.95 

£49.95 
£34.95 
£34.95 
£34.95 
£34.95 
£34.95 
£36.95 
£36.95 
£34.95 

IIM ma. DRIVE -"LYNX 
SEGA MEGADRIVE CPAU 
SEGA MEGADRIVE (PAU 

£155.00 ATARI LYNX inc. CALIFORNIA 

inc. DJ BOY £169.00 
GAMES. 2 PLAYER LEAD + 

POWER ADAPTOR 
SEGA MEGADRIVE <SCART> 

inc. DJ BOY £169.00 LATEST LYNX GAMES 
£

8
_
99 

SLIME WORLD MEGADRIVE JAPANESE 
MAGAZINES 

JAPANESE/ENGLISH 
GAMES CONVERTER 

ARCADE POWERSTICK 
£19.95 

£39.95 

KLAX 

GAMEBOY 
GAMEBOY 

LATEST MEGADRIVE GAMES GAMEBOY DELUXE 

DJBOY 
GHOST BUSTERS 
E-SWAT 
CYBERBALL 
BUDOKAN 
POPULOUS 
RASTAN II 
SUPER MONACO GRAND 

PRIX CPAL VERSION> 
SHITEN MOYAH 
XOR 
MOON WALKER 

. INSECTOR X 
KLAX 
SPACE INVADERS 90 
HELLFIRE 
STRIDER 
ZANY GOLF 
RAINBOW ISLANDS 
AXIS 
FATMAN 

£29.95 
£32.95 
£34.95 
£33.95 
£39.95 
£39.95 
£33.95 

£34.95 
£34.95 
£34.95 
£34.95 
£34.95 
£34.95 
£34.95 
£34.95 
£39.95 
£39.95 

TBA 
TBA 
TBA 

LATEST GAMEBOY GAMES 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA 

TURTLES 
OTOTO JUKU (BEAT'EM UP> 
BATTLE PING PONG 
FAMILY STADIUM BASEBALL 
WRESTLING 
LUNAR LANDING 
DUCK TAILS 
BOULDERDASH 
SPIDER MAN 
PAPERBOY 
GAMEBOY JAPANESE 

MAGAZINES 

NEOGEO 

NEO GEO CONSOLE 
(ENGLISH TEXT VERSION 
inc. JOYSTICK + MEMORY 
CARD> 

I.Afl;ST NEC GEO GAMES 
NIN.,A COMBAT 
RIDINGt-'ERO 
CYBERLIP 
SUPER SPY 

WE NOW HAVE A WIDE SELECTION OF SECONDHAND PC ENGINE AND 
MEGADRIVE GAMES AVAILABLE 

PLEASE NOTE: ALL MACHINES CARRY A ONE YEAR GUARANTEE AND FULL 
ENGLISH INSTRUCTIONS 

£179.00 

£34.95 
£34.95 

£89.95 
£114.95 

£26.95 
£25.95 
£25.95 
£25 .95 
£25.95 
£25.95 
£25.95 
£25.95 
£26.95 
£26.95 

£7.50 

£399 

£199.95 
£199.95 
£199.95 
£199.96 

P+P: GAMES, ADAPTORS, PADS, MAGAZINES £1 PER ITEM (EXCEPT NEO GEO £2.50) 
/ JOYSTICK £2 / MACHINES: MEGADRIVE £5, PC ENGINE £4, LYNX £4, GAMEBOY £3 

CHEQUES + P. 0. 'S / SAE FOR FULL PRICE LIST TO: RAVl!N GAMl!S LONDON 
TEL: 081 464 2933 

GUARANTEED FAST DELIVERY 
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Avenue have included a second 
player option for dual-play ma
king things a lot easier and more 
fun, especially if you have some 
psycho-friends!! Aswell as this, 
you can select easy, normal or 
hard speeds. and pick any of the 
first 4 stages to play. Once done, 
you're off ... or 'dropped' off to be 
precised. by parachute into ene
my territory. 

The game plays the same as 
the coin-op , although unfortunate
ly, the speech is missing. The 
graphics are exactly the same, 
and sound is close enough, and 
so's the gameplay, although you 
do get a gunsight. A reminder of 
the gameplay - you start with with 
a set number of ammo and grena
des. and each stage has a set 
number of soldiers. armoured ve
hicles and helicopters which you 
<and your friend> must dispose off. 
As the game scrolls. soldiers etc . 
appear aH over the place and if 
you can't shoot them quick en
ough, will start shooting at you, 

MEGADRIVE 

THE 

- CONSOLI! MA 'ZINI! 

where your health bar will decrease ... 
until death! Some soldiers wear 
bulletproof jackets and must be shot in 
the head. vehicles require several 
shots to destroy <best use grenades>. 
there are soldiers that throw knives 
and grenades which must be shot , and 
so on. As equipment runs low. extras 
appear which can be picked up by 
shooting them. There are either lying 
around or shooting chickens. pigs. 
vultures and coconuts reveal them. 
These include machine gun ammo and 
grenades. bottles and first aid to in
crease health. and dynamite which act 
like a smart bomb. Aswell as the may
hem, there are also people to avoid in
cluding a small boy, a couple of nurses, 
and a girl in a bikini. plus hostages to 
save in later levels. Shooting them will 
reduce your health!! 

Overall, Op. Wolf is great fun, has 
super graphics including the inbe
tween screen, good soiund, and gene
rally frantic action. Because you can 
choose the first 4 missions. you can 
select the 4th first. and when you 
complete that. the 5th is revealed, then 

6th ... so can complete the game by 
only doing 3 stages! Having played the 
Amiga conversion. plus the sequel -
Op.Thunderbolt. something like two 
years a go, the appeal and excitement 
of it is wearing thin, especially as the 
Amiga version is much more playable 
with a mouse! However, if you are a 
Op.Wolf fan. and haven't got another 
version, the Engine's is a must 
especially with the added second 
player option - plus with 3 difficulty 
levels. difficult to complete. 

Graphics - 93% 
Sound - 80% 
Playability - 85% 
V.F.M. - 80% 

Overall - 83% 

Onn~ 

P.C. ENGINE 

HIRE CLUB 
If you own one of these superb machines then why not get the best out of 

your system and at the same time take the risk out of buying your next game 
Have you ever forked out 30, 35 or even 40 pound on a game to find that 
when it arrives it doesn't come up to your expectations or you complete it 

within days of purchase. This makes hiring a great alternative 
For only 3.50 per week you can hire any cartridge of your choice 

At MEGAWARE we have almost 60 different titles for the Megadrive and over 
100 on the P.C. Engine, Super grafx and CD Rom system 

Why let your old carts gather dust on the shelf. We buy, sell and exchange 
used carts with a good selection always in stock. 

Also a good trade-in allowance of your unwanted carts against the latest up 
to the minute releases 

We also stock machines, joysticks and all add-ons for both consoles 

USED CARTS FROM £14.00 
NEW CARTS FROM £17 .95 

Here at megaware we strive offer a fast, friendly and efficiant service to help 
you the customer. For more info tel : 091 5498807 

or send S.A.E. to : MEGAWARE 
35 Cullercoats road, Hylton Castle, Sunderland, SRS 3RZ. 



Tl!CHIE BIT IN THI! ■IDDLI! 
Tt1~!1,D::t ftllit un ·u:1;a;11.\11~,11, 1J-t .. 
OK .. .it's a bit late. but here it is - how to convert your Japanese Megadrive to 
display English text. if software includes it. It took some time for us to get it to 
these pages as \he guy wanted to modify another Megadrive Qefore 
documenting it - ·SO you know it definitely works!! 

SEGA MEGADRIVE JUMPER OPTIONS 
A word of caution, some soldering is requir~d! 

• 
1. Open up the megadrive and closely examine the circuit board. You should 
see four jumpers labelled JP1. JP2. JP3 and JP4. These are located to the 
bottom right of the board. It looks a bit like this: 

O O O O •-- jumper points 
I I ! I , __ straps (illustration only) 
I I I I 

0 0 0 0 
J .J J J 
pp pp 
1 2 3 4 

2. There are basically two modification options. one which allows you to 
select between 50 and 60 hertz. and one which allows the megadrive to 
detect and display english text. A selection of 60 hertz allows the megadrive 
to run at its native speed (ie. faster>. but note that all scart versions of the 
megadrive already run at 60 hertz . PAL modified Megadrives run at 50 hertz. 
but changing the hertz frequency will mean the PAL TV signal will no longer 
work. Speed differences are most noticeable for 30 and scrolling shoot'em 
ups . 
3. A quick explanation of terms is required. An examination of the jumpers will 
reveal two possible states. "open" and "closed". An OPEN jumper means that 
there is NO METALLIC STRAP Ca thin strip of conducting material> across the 
jumper points. A CLOSED jumper means that THERE IS A METALLIC STRAP 
across the jumper points. Following is an illustration of the above: 

OPEN = O •-- Jumper Points 

0 •-- Jumper Points 

CLOSED = 0 
•I , __ "Strap" connecting Jumper Point 
I 
0 

Note that to open a jumper you are requireCI to remove the strap if there is 
one present. There requires the use of a soldering iron. To close a jumper, 
you will need to solder a strap across the jumper points. 

4, JAPANESE/ENGLISH TEXT 
i) Japanese text = 10 uF (micro faren> capacitor connecting JP2. 

JP1 is left open. 

ii) English text = Remove capacitor connecting JP2 nd replace with 6K8 
resistor . 

JP1 is left open . 

Perform ii) to get english text. i> is given in case you want to convert back to 
japanese. 

50/60 HERTZ SELECT 
50 Hz = JP3 closed & JP4 open. 
60 Hz = JP3 open & JP4 closed . 

The modifications explained above are not as complex as they seem. I hope 
they are understandable. · 

lO 
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SWAP-LINE 
MEGADRIVE games for sale : 
DARWIN 4081- £20, TATSUJIN -
£20. also Soccer. All as new. Will 
consider swaps . Phone Marc on 
081 -892-8441. 

For Sale : Atari Lynx + power pack + 

California Games + Gates of 
Zendecon + Electro Cop + Gauntlet 3 
+ Blue Lightning + Chip 's Challenge . 
All as new. £200 o.n.o or swap for 
Megadrive+games or PC 
Engine+games. Phone: 
081 - 560 -0197 . 

PC Engine and Megadrive games for 
sale or swap. Games include Devil 
Crash. Formation Soccer . Download, 
Super Foolish Man, Moonwalker . E
SWAT. Whip Rush. and Ghouls + 
Ghosts for £20 . Also another 31 
games . Also for sale. lots of Jap 
Mags . Games wanted :- Rastan II, 
Operation Wolf, Don Doko Don. 
Chase HQ. and lots more . Call Chris 
on 051-931 - 2594 after 6 .30pm 
weekdays and anytime on 
weekends. 

Scart Super Grafx for sale , perfect 
condition. still under guarantee 
<£195). Also have Battle Ace . Tiger 
Road , Rastan 2, Namco Baseball, 
Digital Champ. Vigilante & Be Ball for 
sale, very cheaply. PS. Wanting 
arcade boards . Tel: 0246 - 207131. 

PC Engine games to swap . Phone 
Richard on 051-922 -7642 - 10.00am 
to 11.00am Only!! 

<Brand Newl games to swap Rambo 
3 , Kujaku 2, Alex Kidd . <Wanted) 
Final Blow (Boxing) . Tel: 
0443 -431995 . 

Swap Blue Blink for either Mr. 
Stretcho Man, Bloody Wolf. Dodge 
Ball or Final Lap Twin. Derek 
Garforth 0493-65297 4. 

I have PC Kid. Shinobi. Digital Champ, 
Altered Beast, Final Lap Twin. Mr. 
Heli, Don Doko Don, and Chase HQ. 
Swap for Formation Scooer, Splatter 
House . Fire Pro Wrestling or other 
good offers. Will also swap Drunken 
Master and Tales of the Monster 
Path for nearly any game. Phone 
Mark (061)-681 -3 978 after 4 on 
weekdays. and anytime at 
weekends . 

For Sale , Super Shinobi MD £20 . 
Super League Baseball MD £20 , 
Rambo Ill £19, Final Lap Twin PCE 
£14, Atomic Robo-Kid PCE £20, 
Scramble Spirits Sega 8 - bit £15:· 
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SWAP-LIN■ 
RMK, 48 Currents Lane, Harwich, 
Essex. CO12 3DE. 

Sega Megadrive games for sale or 
swap, Rastan Saga IL Altered Beast, 
Forgotten Worlds. DJ Kid, Super Hang 
On. Thunderforce IL and Rambo Ill. 
Games wanted: Space Harrier II, 
N.Z.Story, Columns. Budokan, etc.etc. 
If Interested please send lists and 
S.A.E.s to: Kenneth Chau, 20 Carrick 
Road, Ayr, KA7 2RB, Scotland, or 
phone on Suidays between 2pm and 
4pm (0292-289132). 

For sale. PC Engine with stereo 
booster, Gunhed, Don Doko Don. All 
boxed. Only £11011 Wanted S.G. CD 
Rom interface lead, will pay a 
reasonable price. Ring 
0435-882406 after 6pm ask for 
Simon. 

For sale: Megadrlve Games. 
Thunderforce Ill, Afterbwner IL 
Ghouls + Ghosts. Kujaku II, Air Diver. 
AH £20-25. Lynx with Cal. Games. 
Gauntlet IIL Gates of Zendicon. Eletro 
Cop . Comlynx • powerpack. Stil 
boxed £150 o.n.o. May split. Also 
Megadrive joystick. XE1SG £12. 
Phone K Wickens on 0775-761609. 

To Swap PC Engine, Megadrive and 
Amiga Original games. eg. Engine 
Blue Brink. Ninja Warriors. on 
Megadrive Batman, Kujaku 2, and on 
Amiga Dragon's Breath. Stunt Car, 
etc. Tel: 0602-612713 

PC Engine <PAL> for Sale includ: 2 
joypads (1 with 2 player adaptor for 
rapid fire and slow motion> and 6 
recent games (Formation Soccer, 
Super Foolish Man, etc.> £250. 
Tel:0532-588162 - ask for Gavin. 

Sell Engine + Download. GunHed, 
Cybercross £140 o.n.o. Also sell 
separately. 2 jap mags £5 for both. 
WIHiam Azzoug, 95 Hawthorn Bank, 
Spalding Lines. PE111JQ. Tel:0775 
723746 

For Sale: Sega Megadrive with Super 
Shinobi. Still boxed and warranty until 
December 1990 and ofcourse, in 
excellent condition. £155 o.n.o. Send 
phone number or address to David 
Thomas. 37 FenneNs Harlow Essex 
CM19 4RL . 

Sega Megadrive Game for Sale/ 
Swap (E-SWAP. Moonwalker, Shiten
Myooh. Etc .. .> Games wanted Batman, 
Rastan II, Splatterhouse 
(Engine) . Must be in excellent 
condition. Tel: Wayne on (0443) 
431995. 
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•m•Nflabt 
Turn your OF-1 Fighter into 'Mr.Heli11 

Press select on the title screen to 
get the Sound Test. 
1. The get the 19th sound - ·song c·. 
2. Press down, Select. ·r. 'II' 
simultaneously. 
3. On the soood test mode, you 
should now see 'Mr.Heli' printed under 
'Song C'. Put the cursor on 'Mr.Heli' 
then press ·r, then Run to get back to 
the title screen. 

II.AX 
On the 'Game Option' screen, hold 
Select • press Run. Should now get 
an indicator telling you what the 
requirements are for stage clear. 

PnHGu• 
Here are two interesting passwords 

BDGHTVWHGF 

JDKMEJMFOH 

Find out what happens for yourself. 

AAAAAAAAAJ for Unlimited Balls 
<Sent in by_ Christ Mooney.L_iverpooU 

l::ns: star 19Nw: 
Collect 3 Options before you reach 
the mini-boss on stage 4. Just before 
it appears. go to the top-center of 
the screen and leash out on the 
Select for 'Back fire'. Should destroy 
the mini-boss. 

■aw sp1r1t 
On the title screen: 

'I', ·tr, ·11·. ·r. Select. Run. 

or 

'II', 'I', 'I', 'II', Select, Run. 

On stage 1 boss - don't kill the yellow 
ninja, be ready to use the magic of 
destruction. When the 6 armed 
wierdo comes our, use it. and this 
should make you laugh. 

v .. u. 
Music Mode 
1. Press ·r. 
2. Reset. and until you get the title 
screen, hold Upleft and Select. 'I' for 
the tune, 'II' to 'rewind'. 

Easy Mode 
1. Press ·r and 'II' together. 
2. Reset, and until you get the title 
screen, hold UpRight and Select. 

.1L 

Continue Mode 
1. Turn on, Hold Downleft and Select. 

ML ltr•talNp •a ....... -■al 
On stage 9. where there are two 
(horizontal> sewer pipes stacked on 
top of each other, kill the enemies in 
the area. then crawl into the bottom 
one. You enter a warp and you also 
get a 1upll 

On stage 12 - yes the Die Hard, well 
hard boss. well just crouch in the left 
corner and he won't be able to harm 
you. 

If you punch the yellow item robot 
many times. he gets peed off and 
doesn't give you anything! 

Infinite continue mode 
1. Obtain a sco •e of 10000 
2. Then die, -all lives- so that you get 
the continue countdown 
3. Press Up, Right, Down, Left, 'II', 
Select, ·11·. Select. 
4. It should then say you have 
'infinite· amount of continues. 

AbM•• 'n' AbNt• 11,A,I 
On the title screen hold ·r and press 
Run to get the configuration mode. 

-■•ten-■-11 
ltage 1. aquire a long sword . Then 
when you get to the boss - the 
wandering chef, turn your back 
against him, and swing your sword. 
When you raise it, and the blade 
touches him. he's a gonna in seconds. 

.,. ..... , ......... . 
MuatNUd 
On stage 1, there should be an old 
shack somewhere. Shoot 30 wotsits 
into one c,f the stone blocks - then 
you can enter the item storage . 
Shoot all over the place to find more 
items. 

To start off with large balls, hold 
Down, and press Select lots of times 
until you hear a noise. To Boost the 
credits to six, push Left and tap 
button 'I' very fast for a long time. 
<it's a lot easier on autofire>. (* Chris 
Mooney, Liverpool> 
Pu■anl■ 

Switch on, then hold 'I', ·11·, and Select. 
then press Run. 

Cltyffuatw 
To get to the end stage enter 
HQJURIY - NOERLO . (* Chris 
Mooney, Liverpool) 
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1lY S£G'A H~!i9 no'M '!1'£G'AW'A1M: 

The MD game based on the Michael 
Jackson movie arrives and thank god 
that the MD hasn't been officially 
launched here yet or we would be 
overwhelmed by hype! 
Michael-mania continues the world 
over and this game is almost bound 
to be a major hit just because it has 
Michael Jackson's name on it which 
is a shame since most people, often 
forget to actually judge whether the 
game is really any good or not! 
Prepare for an un- biased view since I 
cannot admit to ever being (or beco 
;ning la Michael Jackson fan! 
The game starts in simple fashion
the Moonwalker logo appears and a 
single note is played. If you leave the 
game alone. it eventually enters 
demo mode and some of the possible 
moves and tactics are shown. 
On pressing Start. you are given the 
choice of 1 player. 2 player or 
Options . The options are : level 
(e8:sy . normal. hard), control (set up 
which button does what> and music 
test. The 2 player game is not si
:nultaneous. 
You are given 3 lives (including the 
current one) and an energy bar is 
effected by hits. When the bar goes 
down to nothing, a life is lost. 
When you start you are told which le
vel you are on (there are 5 main le
vels split into 3 stages each) and we 
are shown a car turning into Michael 
Jackson (is this guy weird or what?D . 
Then you see a dark room. Michael 

then opens the door which lights up 
the room and then closes it which 
darkens the room again. He then flips 
a coin into the jukebox which turns 
on the lights and the music . All this is 
excellently animated . 
Michael is about the same size as 
the character in Super Shinobi, but is 
actually animated BETTER!!! After 
my comments about 'Shiten Myooh' 
it's nice to see classy animation back 
again! 
There are a great deal of moves you 

:.-IOONWA.L.KER: JACl<D 
.JSES MAGIC DANCE TO 
PRE:-(."RM FOOMA.T"Of'J 
.:·,:.,:'1Ci~~G .. ~ .. a., T\.. =-~-~ -._,E 
...:F~ lj 

can make . _These vary from just walking 
around to Jumps. attacks and magic use . 
There are 3 types of magic . each requi 

r ing you to hold down the magic button 
for a different amount of time . The 
smallest allows you to uncover ·secr et' 
ways down or up a level (eg pulling 
down a ladder which you can't reach) . 
fhe next magic sees Michael knock off 
his hat and side-foot it across the 
screen (killing or injuring anyone it hits). 
The most powerful magic causes all the 
enemies on screen to dance with 
Michael and drop dead afterwards! (hila 
rious when it's dogs!!) 
The basic idea to the whole game is to 
search the level for trapped kids. The 
se may be hidden behind doors. bushes . 
windows. underground etc. Meanwhile 
~nem_ies come after Jacko with guns or 
Just fists! When a kid is found you see 2. 

littl~ girl (previously kneeling down. 
crying) come running out and shout 
Michael!!' in a happy tone!! (aahhh!l. 
After you have found the required 
amount of kids. the screen blackens aPc 
Michael's chimp jumps on his shoulder 
an? indicates which way to go {his ar m 
points up, down etcl . This shows you 
where you must go to battle the end o f 
level enemies. When you have beaten 
these enemies, the little girl appears and 
you must walk up to her to complete the 
level. 
Each level has a distinct look and mu
sic. The first level is Club 30 with 
'Smooth Criminal' as the music. There 
are nice touches throughout Moon
wa!ker. For instance. there is a piano 
which plays notes if you walk over it . a 
pool player standing by the table and 
women who jump out in front of you. 
Level two is in the street <music- 'Beat 
In Here there is some lovely parallax 
a~d actually getting to and finding the 
kids becomes more interesting (you 
have to actually work out how to get up 
to places). Each level also sees diffe 
rent enemies- all very well animated. 
Level 3 is the woods (music- 'Another 
Part of Me'). I think perhaps this should 
have been called 'The graveyard' as 
there is a remarkable abundance of gra
ves!. Mist floats around and later we 

MOONWALKER : -HEY. YOU IN THE WHITE GET 
OFF THAT TABLE!!!" . . 

see waterfalls and birds flying about. 
Level 4 is the cavern (music - 'Billie 
Jean') . The graphics here are all 
sandy rock-like (together with spider 
webs and large rocks you can push 
around) . There are also hidden room s 
which are shown with spider and ·no 
dancing' logos. Here Michael must 
break the wall down to get inside . 
Level 5 (the last) is the enemy hi
rjeout <music- 'Bad') . Here the 
graphics are all high tech. future sc e 
nery type. There are teleporters. la 
'5er cannons firing at you and compu 
ters laying around all over the place 
on this level. 
.\fter there is the battle with Mr Bia (a 

3- 0 shoot out) and eventual victo/,1 1 
Graphically, Moonwalker is top not~ ~
eas1ly up there with Super Shinobi 
(and in most places better). The an ,
mation is superb- easily the best seen 
yet. I think. There are numerous neat 
graphic touches and these are the 
sort of things which make a good 
game great. The music is very well 
done- all 5 Jackson songs are repro 
duced, and without Michael singing 
they sound very good!. The speech 
t~roughout is good but the digitised 
picture of Michael is very grainy . 
The game style is not a new one - we 
have seen arcade adventures where 
you search for things before and it re 
ally is S~per Shinobi going up and 
down instead of just across. Howe 
ver, the game style has been conside 
rably refreshed with a few new ideas 
and the immaculate presentation . 
There are very few niggles with Moon 
walker . It can be seen to slow down 
when the screen gets busy 
(naughty.naughty Sega!!!l and you can 
hear the music stopping just before 
the end of level attack starts (loa
ding?!) but these are very minimal. 
The major annoyance is the scrollir, g 
when Michael goes up/down stairs. 
This is inexcusably jerky (whv?l but 
fortunately does not spoil the, game. 
The left/right scrolling is perfectly 
smooth. so Sega only knows wh y th- ) 
·Jp/down is so bad! 
Yowever. it has to be sa id tha t \ lloo ,-,
·•,alke r is TOO easy i I/ c :3n rie ar Onn 
_,aying new ·well I told yo~ MO games 
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are too easy and you should have 
bought a PC Engine·11mu. I managed 
to complete it <easy level> on my se
cond go on the first day I had it 
<thankfully I didn't buy It> and even on 
hard level I can get to the end of le-

• vel 3 without losing a life! Since the
re is also 4 continues. it doesn't 
seem likely that there will be many 
people who wll not complete it, which 
is a great shame as the long term 
interest will no doubt suffer. 
So, I think it's tricky to say whether 
to recommend Moonwalker or not. If 
you're a fan of Jacko, the answer is 
probably YES as you will more than 
Hkely go back to it after you have co
mpleted it. For all us people who are 
not members of Michael's fan club; 
perhaps look first. It is definitely a 
good game, but it too easy and inter
est may wane after you have co
mpleted it. Also, I did find the whole 
game began to become very tedious 
after a while and a change of game
style after every three levels would 
have been very welcome. As it 
stands, fans of 'search and explore' 
type games will no doubt love this, 
but otherwise you should definitely 
play before you buy. 

Graphics -95% d Sound -87% 
PlayabHity -84% <t5 V.F.M -72% 

OveraH -80% 

.,,« .. ..,, 900..J 

A Great game license that hasn't 
been wasted. The whole thing is 
pretty playable, but first stages can 
get a bit repetative. Although the 
game is very good, it is too easy and 
can be completed in your first sitting. 
I reconvnend you play in hard mode 
for better value and playability. 
Personally I think Moonwalker makes 
a better game than it did a film. 
•who's Badt• 

Graphics - 90% 
Sound - 94% 
Playability - 88% 
V.F.M. - 88% 

Overall -90% 

~ Mm mt 
b1 Vtc&or - ;meg fipglpe 

. ~e II is not really a sequel to the 
original but more in the line of Taito's 
Rastan Saga. You take control of a 

AXE 11:BONE 
SMA8HNGACTION 
FROMBOTH 
SDES. 

muscle-bound barbarian who has been 
forced down caverns packed with some 
mega nasties. and must make his way 
out, and take revenge on the 
attacker.'Arnie' is equipped with a sword 
to defend himself, and he sure needs it 
a~ right from the start, some freaky • 
wierdos pounce from either sides trying 
to ~tab you with thier knives. but a quick 
swing here and stab there will make 
mince mea out of them. Arnie starts 
with three lives, with six energy units 
per life, and can preform the usual walk 
left/right, duck, jump and attack 
manouvres. Killing the ghoulies 
sometimes leave icons behind -
including 1ups, extra health, weapons. 
and smart bombs. Weapons includes 
sword, weight on chain. and an axe. 
Each time you collect a weapon, it boost 
the weapons power up too. 

Aswell as the wierdos that attack 
you, green slimy blokes throw missiles 
at you .. they require two hits to kill -
chop off their legs, and they11 crawk on 
their hands! Later levels. there are also 
giant skeletons armed with swords and 
shields, bones that break out from walls 
to get you, gluey blobs that stick to your 
feet slowing you down, etc. If you 
manage to kill all the nasties and 
negotiate the caverns, you11 reach the 
hold of the Boss. These are more 
meaner and includes a giant 'orrid 
jumping skeleton on stage 1, a small 
bloke swinging a gi-normous ball on a 
chain, and a blood read serpent... all 
requiring several hits to kill, and wickely 
difficult to dodge - here's where the 
smart bombs come in handy, activated 
by pressing Run. 

Overall, Legendary Axe II is great 
fun to play even if it's more Rastan-like, 
than the original axe, which I think is 
better and slicker. The graphics are real 
ace with nicely shaded sprites and 
backdrops, although et times, a bit 
blocky. The overall theme is dark and 
dan~. an~ this is also reflected by the 
muSIC which really drums in to you, 
although there are only a few of them. 
which repeat. There seems to be orie 
fault in the game, and that's it's a bit too 
easy, especially with autofire. as you 
can get quite a number of lives - there's 
even a VIit.JP (7 lives Icon> on stage 4 <111 
let you find that yourself>. plus three 
continue options. although lat r..!r stages 
are a lot more difficult. If you like this 
type of game, Axe II is definitely for 
you ... for a 2meg game, well worth the 
cash. 

t3 

Graphics - 80% 
Sound -80% 
Playability - 85% 
V.F.M. - 80% 

Overall -82% 

(G{fil(Q)I!IJIB 9n11 {(µ{fil(Q)~<fm 
by NEC Av.iue - &neg - SuperGrafx 

Thanks lo Alan 

Wow! Just like the Megadrive but 
Better! You get the full start up 
se~uence on this game, just like you 
do in the arcades with the woods in 
the background. We all know the story 
of Ghouls 'n' Ghosts. so theres no 
need to explain the story line. 

WeH, this one makes full use of the 
S~perGrafx - Parallax scrolling facility 
with some lov£!y background 
graphics, and no flickering. The big 
monster at the end of level 1 is just as 
big as the arcade and MD versions. 
Level 2, the windmills. have more 
parallax in them and therl3a slime 
handing from the sails. again the 
backgrounds are better. When you get 
tothe end. the fire creature looks brill, 
reall smooth. 

Level 3 - just the same, but a bit 
more colourful. The only time it 
flickers is on the Cloud monster, but 
we can't have everything can we?! 
Level 4 - Just the same again, as the 
rest. Level 5 - Good again. but the 
giants don't disappear like on the 
Megadrive. 

. The m~. again how did they do it 
with the engine sound chip, because it 
sounds just like the Megadrive, well 
ar~ade. Anyway, a game that yet 
ag in shows off the power of the 
SuperGrafx - buy it oe weep. 

Graphics - 98% 
Soood - 95% 
Playability - 90% 
V.F.M. - 85% 

Overall -90% 



COLUMNS 
VIGUIJYI IX Sl'ii . 

Since this has been out quite a whi-
le now. just a very short revie~ of 
Columns, Saga's answer to Tetn~. 

Columns is very similar to Tetns. 
except instead of interlocking sha
pes you must match up colours. Blocks 
of 3 bricks drop down the screen and 
you can move them into any order so 
as to make up block of 3 or more when 
you hit the bottom. Anyo~ who _t~s 
played 'Colouris' on the Amtga - thts 1s 
exactly the same idea. . . 

There are a wealth of opt10ns avai
lable (including 1 or 2 player or 
doubles) and there are 4 distinct ty
pes of game- the original game. flash 
columns (make up a 3 pattern with a 
certain flashing square), time trial and 

arcade mode. 
The 

graphics 
aren't great. 
but just serve 
a purpose (ho-
wever, the 
game looks 
exactly like its 
arcade pa-

rent>. The music is very well done- re
ally haunting. The real thing abo~t ~o
lumns though is its sheer addictive
ness and simplicity. Once you start 
playing, you just get hooked! A game 
like this is literally timeless- each 
game is different and so the lastability 
is ridiculously high. 

Anyone who likes puzzle games 
should get this immediately. Anyone 
who normally doesn't like these sort of 
games should definitely gives columns 
a go <you never know, you might like 
it!>. 

Graphics 
Sound 
Playability 
V.F.M 

Overall 

- 64% 
- 88% 
- 94% 
- 94% 

- 91% 

.:Ma. u, 9 ooul. 
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Hot on the heels of Thunderforce III co
mes a new horizontally scrolling shoot 
·em up by an independent developer-

NSB;TOR-x«'UO 3. NSECTS AT 810 BEN. 

quality. So. it's nice to see a new 
challenger for the crown and some 
more shoot 'em up releases Cl feel 
shoot 'em ups are one of the few ga
mes which can always be enjoyable 
despite being released in many gui
ses). 

lnsector X {as you can probably 
guess by the title) has an insect the
me to it. You control a sort of half 
man half insect character and must 
mak~ your way through the levels in 
order to face <and hopefully defeat!> 
the end of level guardians. All the en
emies along the way are all insects of 
some type and this give a neat <and 
original> tie-in to the whole game. It 
really isn't any point trying to put any 
sort of plot to a shoot ·em up- just 
waste everything in sight! 

To start with, you are shown a real
ly nice title screen which is an insec~
eye view Ceg the whole screen 1s 
made up of hexagonal pieces each 
containing the same view). You see a 
fly buzzing about in the vie~ and the 
whole thing changes from colour to 
black and white. This is ac
companied with a short (but very at
mospheric> piece of music which real
ly sets the scene for some good old 
fashioned blasting! 

ff you leave the game at this point. 
it goes into a short demo mode which 
(if left long enough) shows excerpts 
from all the levels. On pressing start 
you can then either start the game or 
play around with the options. The 
options are as foflows: Rapid fire <on/ 
om. Level Ceasy,normal,hard), Stock 
(aroount of lives 1-8), Sound test and 
Control (set up which button does 
what>. 

All 3 buttons are used: one for 

vals fat looking flies come along an~. if 
shot. these leave behind goodies. 
These can be a ·p· (power up wea
pons> ·s· <speed up) ·1000· <bonus 
point~>. 'PP' (double power up), ·_1UP' 
<extra life), '?' {special bonus), a hght
ning icon (crash-smart bomb) and a .. 
red pod (special weapon). Speed ups 
and power ups are given most fre- • 
quently and so it is not long before 
you are rooving around very fast and 
has some roore powerful weapons! 

The power ups cause your laser to 
change (the first one changes your 
fire from single yellow to double 
yellow, the second changes it from 
double yellow to doubte red etc). After 
the first two, the actual type of laser 
changes and you are given wide shot. 
four shot etc. However, it is very hard 
to actually get hold of the higher wea
pons as each time you die you lose all 
your power ups and speed (a real 
pain!) 

The special pods which pop up from 
time to time give you two special wea
pons (which can be swapped be
tween and also used at the same time 
as the normal shot>. These start of as 
propelled bombs flying about and mi
nes being dropped but are powered 
up with the normal shot each time you 
collect a 'P' {the later ones look pretty 
spectacutar!). The lightning pod can 
also be collected and used whenever 
you like and acts like a smart bomb. 
The special bonus pod seems roostly 
to enable you to keep your weapons 
and speed when you lose a life. 

The difficulty level is very well gra- • 
ded- the easy level {with 8 lives) en
abled me to get to level 5 (the last le
vel I think!> after quite a few problems • 
along the way (the third part of level 5 
is VERY hard!!>. This is good as 
normally the easy setting on MD ga
mes onables you to get through to the 
end without too much trouble <which 
spoils thf< game and is completely un
challenging). The normal and hard se
ttings are pretty intelligent jumps up 
the difficulty scale- not silly things like 

normal firing. one for selecting wea
pons and one for firing special wea
pons. There are 5 levels detailed in 
the booklet and each level Is split into 
two distinct halves. Between each 
half you stop and are automatically 
taken to the next half (usually dire
cted through a hole etc). I somehow 
think this is a clever way of 'loading' 
in the second half without you dire
ctly noticing a stop in the action! 

4 times as many enemies on screen at 
once but sensible stuff like existing 
ene~ies firing when they don't on 
easy level etc. You are also give~ 3 
continues which is very senSlble 
(essential!) in a game like this. 

HOT.B. 
To be fair. we really haven't had that 

many shoot ·em ups on the MD to date 
and in the horizontal department only 
-:-hunderforce Ill has really been of top 

When you start off you are armed 
with only a single shot and the move
ment of the main character seems a 
tad sJow. However, at regular inter-

14 

The background graphics are a bit 
of a let down- roost look very 'flat' and 
could do with a few more colours to 
smarten them up. However, the later 
levels do actually get better and le
vels 4 and 5 look very nice. The spri- ,~ 
tes on the other hand are all very well 
drawn and are animated nicely. The 
end of level guardians are really large w 

(with loads of colour usedl and are 
wonderfully animated- definitely ~o,~h 
seeing! One small thing I did notice 1s 
that if you get to the end of le•,el 
guardians with a well powered up 



~ 

weapon aome glltches reared the' ugly 
heada. However, this la a very minor cri
tlclaln since the sprites that are being 
ahlfted around are huge and look great. 
Besides. this la HOT.B.'s debut game on 

~ the MD 80 they will undoubtedly learn 
from their mistakes. 

The mualc throughout la up to 
scratch- aome pieces are bordering on 
average whereas others are realy 
good but al the pieces suit the game 
wel. Sound f x are o.k but nothing spe
ciaJ <the aoood of your firing la rubbish 
and aound more like a pop goo than a 
laearU. 

Overal, lnaector X Is a reaHy good 
ahoot 'em up. It la In the oo-envtable si
tuation of being released Just after 
Thunderforce II and 80 will inevitably 
be compared to It (since Thunderforce 
■ la now THE grade to reach). Ne
verthelaaa. deapita the fact that lnee
ctor X la not aa good aa Thunderforce 
II. I recommend any MD owning shoot 
'em up fans to check this out aa It la aa 
thoroughly good blast and well worth an 
hour or 80 of anyone' s time! 

Graphlca - 80% 
Sot.n:t - 84% 
Playabllty - 88% 
V.F.M . - 82% 

Overall - 84% 
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Atari's anawer ·to Tetrla (does everyone 
have to have an answer for Tetria? 
gueaa aoD hits yet another machine In 
Its quest for eternal power- the good 
old MD. 

Klax la a puzzle game in the c!aasic 
mould- a very simple idea. extremely 
addictive once you start playing and 
&!moat tlmeleaa <la each time you play 
It's different and you can never really 
complete It). 

The screen shows a conveyor belt 
with tiles rolling towards you. You 
control a catcher and must collect the 
tile~ before they faN and drop them 
down to form different patterns. 

Before each round the MD announces 
Un o.k speech) what type of wave the 
next level wll be. There are 5 types of 
wave: Klax wave (normal type, just play 
untl you are stopped or drop too many 
tile8), Diagonal wave (you must get X 
amooot of diagonaJa to complete the 
level), Horizontal wave <as diagonal 
wave, but with horizontals), Point wave 
<you have to get X amount of points) 

Overal - 82% 

I ••• aoi.1 &o n•l•w Kl&I 
ror "8 c.,--, ha& a&laa& l'8 
..... did - anlw - I"°"' 
Jllq&IOlf i'8 ,-.Olt 

napo11alhle, '4,we,w, I&'• 
haalcally ldelf&lcal &o i'8 
lla .. drhe 'NnlOlt-• ha& "81t 
•1•llt, ,,,., Ult JO• upeo&, 
w'81t ho&lt an ••lfC hJ 
11...., &ltd "8 orlgfltal 1•• 
iteftr 1,ooa&u rq&aa&lo 
gnp,loa or •••• &o uplol& 

Jiiiiiiiiiiiiiil ! apeolhc llf&clti.•a. So, aa H 
' a&qda, "8 ra&11t1• an Nlltll 

•• "8 IHI ftnlo11. ■oweftf, IV dew 011 
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and Tie wave (you have to uea up X 
amooot of tiles). 

There are two modes of play- normal 
or veraua. In normal mode you are first 
asked to select a starting wave <1,6 or 
11) and off you go. In veraua mode you 
play against another player and must 
fight on until one of you drops one too 
many ties <four drops are normally 
&lowed). In thla mode you have to play 
through 4 types of wave to actualy 
flniah the challenge . · 

The title screen la very plain (and no 
muaicR) with no nice Intros or anything 
<Just a demo of the game If you leave It 
long enough>. The only options available 
are 1 or 2 player, nothing elae. 

In the game there la no music <why?) 
· and the aound effects are very average 
<and could have been done better I 
think). The graphlca throughout look 
the same as the coin-op (but to be fair, 
that wasn't exactly excellentD and are 
realy Just function&! (as with most 
games of this type>. 

The game itaelf ia a very good one
the idea la aimple and very addictive 
and you co.-1 wel et■ be playing this la 
2 yeara tlmel However, It seems that 
Namcot haven't made much attempt to 
improve the game at all and the lack of 
music ia Inexcusable. 

Those people who really liked the 
coin-op should have no complaints with 
the MD version aa it appears to be 
arcade perfect <as you expect it to be 
since the original was so simple>. 

I have to say though that games like 
K!ax leave me wondering how little of 
the MD's power they are using <none?D 
and that, for the price, you get get a 
game which really exploits the MD 
further and is. as such, a '16 bit console 
game·. That said, in terms of long term 
Interest and enjoyment, I don't suppose 
you could go far wrong with Klax. 

fPdi.£Q¥P£dlQ 
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Vet another Baseball game for 

the englne ... yawnl Thia doesn't 
realy show off the CD-Rom as the 
graphics are fairly bland. The music 
isn't too bad, but it could have been 
better. The In game mualc uaaa the 
engine 8000d chips but you get a 
jingle from the CD lnbetween 
changing aides and when you get a 
home rW1. 

The speech la quite muffled, 
not sampled very well The 
gameplay la very very hard - the 
hardest baaebaU game that I have 
ever played. You only just about 
manage to get one beae, but to 
make a run - I never have yet, or 
even a tlOme run. 

You also get this girl with a 
really amoying Japanese squeaky 
voice who cheers you on in front of 
her teUy/monitor thing. And you alao 
get the big usual teams to chooae 
from. with an their ally team names. 
Anyway, not a very good basebal 
game - only worth bothering with if 
you are really a fan of the sport 

Graphics - 60% 
Sound -65% 
P1ayabllty - 55% 
V.F.M. - 50% 

Overall -55% 

Graphics - 65% 
Sound - 35% 
Playability - 89% 
V.F.M - 89% 
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JAPANESE LINK/REVIEWS 
IPICJAL MPQBJ•JAPMIII ..... 
CITY HUNTER 
The Popular Character from Japant1N Anlm• 
Hon 

Ryo Saeba, a detective in modern 
Tokyo, Is always known as CITY 
HUNTER. He enjoys quite an up
market Hfestyle, living in a penthouse 
and driving a red mini. To maintain this 
he takes whatever assignments are 
offered, (the ma,iority seem to come 
from foxy ladles in dlstresaff>. C.H. la 
an extremely good shot, as an ex
ample of his skill, when challenged to 
draw by an enemy, both guns are 
drawn but C.H. fires his and, In so 
going, his bullet enters the barrel of 
his opponent's pistol, - blowing it up, -
how's that for fancy shooting? On 
another occasion, he wll shoot off 
the baddie's trigger-finger! The girl 
pictured with C.H. on the Game-co
ver is, In fact, his flatmate. Theirs 
would seem to be a platonic relation
ship, but considering her reaction 
when C.H. looks at other young wo
men, I reckon she has designs on himl 
She certainly provides the humo...
and Is so jealous when his attention 
wanders that she hits him over the 
head with an enormous mallet, which 
gets bigger abd bigger every time it's 
uaed (C.H. is quite a ladies man -
hence the appearance of sexy girls In 
the Game>. 

On the ground floor of their high
rise block there Is a cafe. This is 
owned by an older friend and his 
daughter - he's a big chap who likes 
to help C.H. In times of trouble, when 
he uses a Bazooka or an M16 and a 
few grenades. (he is so muscular that 
he uses these weapons one handedly 
In a very casual manner>. This cafe 
proprietor also owns a shooting 
gallery In the basement, his daughter 
is often there as she is a good shot 
and the place is like 'open house' to 
C.H. as for his flatmate - she often 
appears down there to have a 'go' but 
usuany completely misaes the target. 

CITY HUNTER la an intrlguelng 
character as he has terrific mood
swings and adapts immediately to di
fferent characters and situations -
and the whole makes a slick and hu
mourous how. 

C!a.Jo !&tllb..Jl 

HELLFIRE 
by NCS- 4'meg • Megadrive 

I thought 111 review Hellfire, been a 
fan of the coin-op game by Toaplan, 
so have NCS done a good job? 
Firstly, the overaH gameplay if you 
haven't clasped eyes on the coin-op, 

CONSOLE ■A'ZINE 
which is quite likely as not many 
Toaplan games sees it over here . 
The game is basically a horizontal 
shoot'em up with big graphics and a 
different approach to firing in that, 
you can fire forwards, backwards, 
up/down and 4-way diagonally... all 
of which are essential if you stand 
any chance of surviving long. 

When you start the game, your 
mothershlp drops you off (why they · 
never send in the mother ship is be
yond me!> and within seconds. seve-
ral strings of aliens head towards 
you ... these are no trouble .. tap away 
at button 'A' to fry them with your 
rather naff bullets. After these, bi
gger pod-like Items float towards 
you - shoot the front ends and they 
will reveal flashing icons. There are 
several types of icons In the game, 
more than that of the coln-opll Whe-
re the coin-op hed 'P' for laser po
wer up from naff bullets to powerful 
multi-lasers. 'B' - Bonus points. and 
·s· for Speed-ups. .. note there are no 
speed downs. so don't collect too 
many of these! There are also diffe
rent icons for a floating orb which re
duces enemies' energy when it 
touches them. shield - sustain one 
shot only, and a mega-powerful 
beam, activated with button ·c· in the 
MD version. This leaves button 'B', 
which rotates the direction of fire of 
your weapons. which is needed if you 
wish to blow the back end of the 
pods which has cannons fitted on 
them. unless you wish to be shot atl ~ 
Another thing I must mention, the 
game acroHs a little up and down too, 
like engine R-Type/Darius. so ma- • 
king the game slightly tougher as 
items can be off the viewable screen 
and easily take a pot shot at you, not 
to mention 'valueable' powerup icons 
missed. 

After these floating pods, things 
get more harder as you have to use 
specific directional fire to get items, 
like cannons down shafts that requi
re you to use diagonal fire, or Up/ 
Down to blow 'em up, ships that fly in 
from corners of the acreen or behind 
you. Because of this, you need to 
play the game a few times to get use 
to the directional fire changes of 
which comes after which - nothing 
worst than wasting time stabbing 
button 'B' twenty times to get the co
rrect direction, only to die because of 
it. 

Each stage is quite long, and be
fore reaching the very end, half 'fl'BY 
through the stage, you1I come face 
to face with a medium size ship thro
wing out bullets all over the shop. To 
destroy it, you require to shoot it 
from all 4 angles front, back, top and 
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HELLFIRE:ENO OF STAGE AGAINST A FLOATING TUT! 

again if you missed the last game -
Valis is a girl who can transform 
herself in to a phantasm soldier with 
the aid of her magical sword, rather 
like He-Man! She lives in our present 
world. but is ·called' to fight the 
forces of evil in a different dimension . 
In this latest game, the evil forces 
have killed two of the six guardians 
that hold the balance of the world 
together - with them removed . the 
evil forces could penetrate this 
weakness and take over the world. 

bottom... the super beam comes in The only hope is to call Valis to help . 
quite handy here! Get pass this, and so an elfen is sent to call on her . 
reach the end, and a bigger ship loo- Knowing this. the evil forces follow 
king like a road 'round-about' with the elfen. and just as she reaches 
cannons all around it. attacks you. valis. she is captured. Valis rushes 
The ship has 8 red orb in the center out to rescue her. only to notice that 
which must be shot - it moves around, the kidnapper has also taken her 
so you must shoot it from different sword and thrown it off the 
angles. before it eventually blows up. skyscraper . Valis, still in her pyjamas. 
and off to the next stage. Hellfire is 8 runs. and jumps off the skyscraper. 
really mean game. and harden arcade where she catches up with her 
shoot'em up freaks will find it quite a sword. grabs it. transforms. and 
challenge. The graphics are first rate, zooms up onto the rook, where the 
and very similar to the coin-op, and game begins. Stage one is set on the 
sound is just as good too. There is roofs of skyscrapers as Valis must 
however one BIG niggle. nad that's it run along. jumping gaps. and killing 
s-1-o-w-s down a great deal when 8 the nasty creatures in her way. 
lot of things are on screen, someti- Unlike ·1r, this time, Valis has only one 
mes it's so bad. you think you have weapon where she can fire a wide 
slow motion activated on your beam with her sword . Aswell as this. 
joystick!!! This really is poor program- red icons are dotted around the 
ming! Although with the extra wea- . game area . When shot, they reveal 
pons, making the game slightly ea- useful items. which must be collected 
sier, the coin-op was rock hard. so quickly or they will disapp~ar quickly . 
MD Hellfire is still a tough cookie. These include: 3 types of magic 
especially with these type of ga- staffs for magic spells. if you have 
mes - when you die, all weapons are magic power - by collecting green 
lost. making it really difficult to reco- magic icons, like in Son Son II. Magic 
ver. I do recommend Hellfire, even spells include homing fire knives. big 
with the awful slow-down, as it's 8 freeze beam. and a smart bomb. 
good blaster, and some of the latter Heart icons increase health. 1up for 
stages are well hard! Personally. 1 extra lives. and sword icons to 
think they should have left the extra increase power. Reach the end of the 
·extras· out, the game is hard enough, stage and you'll meet up with the 
but a conversion should be a con- boss. Stage one has a floating 
version and not one that makes cloaked bloke. who must be hit 
things easier. I wait for the engine several times, and dodge the skiked 
version! ball it launches at you ... which isn't 

too difficult. On killing the boss, the 

Graphics - 85% 
Sound - 85% 
Playability - 85% 
V.F.M. -85% 

Overall - 85% 
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.. VALIS Ill 
by Telenet Japan / CD-Rom - PC Engine 

After a year. Valis returns to the 
PC Engine in her latest epic . so what 
have the CD aces done to improve 
the sequel.. if anything? The story 

elfen is freed ... where more animation 
is shown. 

Stage two lets you play either Valis 
or the Elfen, by tapping RUN. The 
elfen has a different weapon - a 
whip, which is more powerful. but 
short ranged and not as wide a 
weapon. On this stage, you have to 
rescue the third member of the team, 
the priestest. and this stage is 
massive - split in to 3 sections. This 
has you moving across rock 
olatforms. climbing a waterfall . cross 
~ forest !ike Ghouls ·n· Ghosts. 
navigate a river in a boat. kill a sea 
serpent. climb a tower. 13ventua!ly 
free the pr:estest prisoned in a 

\1 

crystal. and finally destroy a floating 
monk who throws out fire. 

As the game progresses. things get 
real difficult. not only do you have to 
have fast reactions dodging and 
killing the nasties. you have to figure 
out how to get past certain 
obstacles . For example, on stage 3, 
there are pillars too far to jump/slide 
across . so you have to use the 
freeze magic spell which turns the 
nasties in to stone so you can jump 
on to them to get across. 

As you'd expect. the graphics are 
brilliant. especially the landscape 
with city scapes. forests like Ghouls 
·n · Ghosts. ancient temples and ruins 
with running water, desert dunes. 
eerie graveyard, etc. The main 
sprites are also great too with giant 
scorpions that try to sting you. 
knights that shoot arrows and swing 
their mighty swords. etc .. although 
animation isn't too hot. Sound FX are 
minimal but effective. but as you'd 
expect music is well wicked. plyed 
from the CD. although most are 
rather short and not quite as good as 
II. As always, the game has lots of 
inbetween animation which are just 
as good as the original. if not better . 
as they are more varied with more 
bigger screen action. 

Conclusion: Valis Ill is a lot better 
and harder than it's predecessor, and 
will take some time to complete even 
with the continue option. Because of 
the varied gameplay, it's extremely 
addictive, but mega frustrating when 
you can't get past a certain part for 
the 50th time! If you've got a CD
Rom. then you shouldn't miss this 
game. especially if you like the 
original. 

Graphics 
Sound 
V.F.M. 
Playability 

Overall 
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REVIEWS 
f1 Circus 

4meg - by Nchlbutsu - Engine 

F1 Circus, not to be confused with F1 
Dream is another plan-view racing 
game. However, F1 Circus at first 
looks very bland, but after several 
goes, is extremely addictive, and 
even more playable than Super Mona
co GP!! Unlike most games. F1 Circus 
takes a more realistic approach, and 
contain two types of games. One is 
Construction, where you take on as a 
manager of your selected team -
here, you don't actually race, just ma
nage, but up to 4 people can take 
part. For the racing action, World GP 
is the biz! Here, you first select a 
sponsor, how many years you wish to 
play, and arrive at your first destina
tion by lorry. Each season (year> co
mprises of 16 GPs from around the 
world starting from USA to 
Australia. .... so is a long slog - good 
job there's a password and backup 
system available, especially as 
standard races are 3 laps for 
practice/qualify and 6-8 laps for the 
proper race, or if you really want to 
act out the real thing - can select 
around 22 laps!!! 

Once you've checked out the co
urse and weather conditions (sunny, 
cloudy or raining), you can either 
have a freerun, practice. or choose 
settings. Settings lets you customise 
your car, setting angle of the wings. 
type of types, gearbox, steering, sus
pension, etc. Practice: Here you must 
race round the course 3 times (with 
no other cars on the track). The first 
lap is not timed and lets you familari
se the course, while 2nd and 3rd are, 
and determines what position you 
take on the starting grid of the pro
per race, assuming you qualify - if 
you don't you can try again. 

Racing around the track is hellrai
singl Button 'II' is the brake, 'I' is the 

accelerator, left/right -
steering, and Up/Down 
your gears. but I advise 
the automatic! The game 
basically has you racing 
up screen most of the 
time with bends to the 
left/right. however, the 
differenc between this 
and games like Moto
Roader or F1 Dream is 
the speed - it's Mega 
FAST! Anyone seen the 
beginning scrolling on 
GunHed/Super Star 
Soldler will know how 
fast the engine can 
scroll - F1 Circus moves 
faster!! The first time 
you play it - you11 most 

· Hkely crash at every bend until you 
· suss out how to take 'em. Luckily, the 
computer tells you what's <:9ming 
ahead before you get there. 

The graphics are not very 
spectacular, but adequate and has 
nice touches with smoke bHlowing 
from the rear of cars, bridges and 
tumels. etc .. Sound is good too with 
bouncy, cheery tunes, and the usual 
engine sound FXs. 

Once you've qualified, you are put 
on the starting grid, and wait for the 
lights. Once it hits green - total may
hem starts with cars trying to get 
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ahead, and most like
ly, multiple pile-ups 
appear which you 
must try to avoid, 
which gives the game 
that extra appeal. 
Crashing into cars (or 
other obstacles) not 
only makes you stop 
and lose precious 
time, but results in da
mage to your wings. 
Too much damage to 
the wings and you 
won't be able to ac
celerate to full speed. 
Driving through rough 
ground also cause 
damage to your ty
res and suspension, 
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CONSOLE MA'ZINE 
and then there's your engine. All the
se are displayed in the bottom co
rner turning from blue - no damage to 
Red - Get in the pita quick!!! There is 
only one pit before the start/finish 
line, so miss it, and you11 have to go 
round the track again! Pulling into the 
pita and your crew will do the biz. As •t. 
far as I can tell, the pit- crew are ~ I 
automatic, so you can't make them 
do the job quicker, which is a pain, as i 
sometimes it can take them a few se
conds, while others seems like minu-
tes! 

GAMEGEAR: WONOEIWOY - ACE GRAPHC81 

Points are given for the top six dri
vers, and the overall winner is the 
person with the most points for the 
complete season. 

F1 Circus is a dream to play, and 
very addictive. Racing games should 
be measured by the ·zERo· rating of 
the amount of swearing and ·vvvvv
rrrooommm· sound you make while 
playing, and F1 Circus gets quite a 
number! There are a lot more to the 
game like ramming cars off the road, 
retired cars stuck on the track. sharp 
·s· bends , etc .. If you're a racing fan, 
F1 Circus is a must!! Don't miss itrl 
only hope someone converts it to co
mputer format and include a multi-
linkup for multi-user play, that would 
be something!! 

Graphics - 85% 
Playable - 95% 
Overall - 92% 

Sound -85% 
V. F. M. - 90% 

Nl!XT ■ONTH: 
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